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FROM THE EDITOR

By Linda Mojer

Why yes, it has been a busy summer, now that you mention it...

It started out innocently enough. The usual schedule of Junior Olympics in June, then the start of a new quadrennium of U.S. Olympic Festivals in July, World Seniors after Labor Day. Then it was as if, somehow, a cosmic force of some magnitude began to introduce its own perverse will into the picture. August, it seemed, was just a little too relaxed for its liking.

Well, we could move the editorial offices in August - just to spice things up. That’s right, pack it up. Box those back issues, tape ‘em up and tote ‘em across town. Review, re-think, and then throw it out. (Who collected all this stuff, anyway?) Take down the pictures. Re-hang the pictures. (Ouch...) Back-up, unplug and relocate all the computer equipment (carefully). Try to recall the “re-plug pattern.” (Where’s the coffee machine?) Say goodbye to the antique telephone system. Try to learn the new one.

(Which button, now?) Oh, and produce another issue of the magazine. (Have you seen that file? You know, the one with the September/October ISSUE in it??)

But it’s done. The move and the magazine. Six weeks later, all our homing mechanisms have been re-set and we’re making our way to the new digs daily, without hesitation. We certainly enjoyed our stay at 815 North Weber (that lovely old Victorian), and we look forward to an equally productive engagement at 1685 West Uintah (You-in-ta). It’s definitely a new look, a new feel, and a great way to start a new season.
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Jeff Conine relaxes before a Marlins game, but still has his mind on racquetball! Photo: Denis Bancroft.
NATIONAL KUDOS
To all of you at the AARA congratulations on another great National Singles Tournament and a special congrats to Margo on a great banquet and Jim for another great slide presentation — always a highlight!! Keep up the great work for our great sport. See you at doubles.

Doug Smith
Roswell, Georgia

Just a note to thank you again for my Peggy Steding award. The banquet was great and I never realized how many people came until I had to give a speech.

The Age Group Award is a wonderful idea because I had so many people come up afterwards and say how much they would like to work toward that goal. I think as you get older, awards like that are appreciated more than you know. I hope you will always continue with this special award because it is one I will never forget.

Many thanks again for all that you do for racquetball.

Janet Myers
Charlotte, North Carolina

I just want to encourage moms like me, who see themselves with a lot of limitations, like babysitting, sickness of the kids, lack of time due to taking care of the family. I hardly practice (two to three times a week) and only if I fit it into the family schedule.

After I came from the Nationals, I found that I could give more and that I played better. Playing at national level builds up your confidence and you believe more in yourself. Moms, I encourage you to do all you can to get involved and you will see how rewarding it is to do things you never thought you could do. Life is the same way. Don’t give up, keep on reaching — you can do it!

Mrs. Nydia E. Puig
Clovis, New Mexico

SUGGESTIONS
I always look forward to receiving my issue of RACQUETBALL Magazine. I enjoy the instructional articles (especially the more advanced instruction) and the fitness tips. I do however have these suggestions:

* I would like to see a little more coverage of state tournaments. I have played in Texas and Oklahoma before moving to Arkansas, and would like to keep up with the other players.

* Something needs to be done with the tournament calendar. I received my May-June issue on June 14, six weeks after the May tournament listed in the calendar had already been held. This happens with every issue.

Thanks for a very interesting and informative magazine.

Todd Timmons
Ft. Smith, Arkansas

NEWCOMER
I just started playing racquetball in February of last year. A good friend and I decided it was time to lose some weight one night (I was 253 lbs. and heartburn was killing me) so we grabbed our tennis racquets and took off, but to our dismay could not get the lights on.

Instead, my friend suggested, “Tell you what, I’ll run home, grab my racquetball racquet and you can rent one at the Rec Center for a buck.” I told him I only played twice about 10 years ago (I’m 37). I started playing that night, got my membership at the Rec Center, then got my membership with AARA and was hooked immediately.

My knees hated me for it at first, ‘cause I hadn’t done anything in 17 years, but I had enough athletic knowledge from high school sports that I knew (or was hoping and praying) my body would eventually get used to it! It has. Coupled with eating right, in six months this sport has brought my weight to 195 - a loss of 58 lbs. I love it.

At first I could not compete with anyone in our area. After picking up a couple of books from the library on the sport of racquetball and taking some advice from the “good guys,” I now play Monday through Friday and can play with them all! I’ve never seen anything like it. I feel so much better and so good about myself. Racquetball is like life itself in so many ways.

Thank you for your magazines.

Delmar Cribfield
Freeport, Texas

P.S. I haven’t touched my tennis racquets since!!!
PRIZE MONEY

I would like to make a comment on a letter written to RACQUETBALL Magazine in the May-June issue.

A reader describes tournament costs vs. prize money awarded. Briefly, he states prize money of $200.00 for first place in the men's open as too little. He suggests raising the award money to $500.00. Thus the net gain, after hotel accommodations and miscellaneous costs, would be greater.

I wonder if this player has ever thought of the issue from a different perspective. Not all divisions award prize money.

Having played in tournaments for two years, I would gladly welcome the opportunity to play in the hopes of "breaking even."

Karen A. Schulte
Glen Ridge, New Jersey

FORUM PRO

In response to your question of letting women pros play in men's open, I feel the women are caught between a rock and a hard place. As a player and director for 15 years, I've seen many women's open players get frustrated because they can't get past the first round after having to play Michelle, Malia or Toni.

I also realized that the women's pros don't have enough stops to stay sharp, and also need the added income from open tournaments.

Generally, when an open man plays an open woman, the man will win because of more power (calm down ladies, not in all cases!).

I feel letting the women play in men's open would be a good idea. First, the women's open draw will be more competitive, which may draw more women to the sport. Second, if the pros play in men's open (with a point handicap, if needed) their level of play may be raised, and they have a chance for larger purses.

Jeff Fenberg
Covina, California

I believe that women should be allowed to play in men's open divisions or any "men's" division for that matter, since it will benefit both sexes and raise the level of competition to a new standard. It is obvious that women's level of play will improve as a result of competing with men, but I am sure that the male level of play will also benefit.

In today's society if a guy loses to a guy it's fine, but if he loses to a woman, all his friends will undoubtedly make fun of him (even though that woman may be 10 times better than him). That threat alone will motivate the males to play harder. Then one day maybe his friends won't laugh at him for losing to a woman, but respect her abilities as an athlete and a competitor.

Yury Furman
Woodland Hills, California

Yes! Please allow Michelle and any other qualified women to play men's open. Why should individuals who have "reached a plateau" be prevented from improving their game just because they are...girls! I hope male ego and female jealousy will take a back seat to the betterment of our sport.

Also, please consider making this available to female players at the state and local level across the country. What a great way to encourage women's racquetball.

Who knows, as the sport grows, perhaps we could add Open, A, B & C without a gender designation to the already present Men's and Women's Open, A, B & C.

Helen Dunsmoor
Boise, Idaho

It would be a real shame if the AARA did not do something for Michelle Gould and any other females who come along and dominate the sport as she has.

Yes, women should be allowed to play in men's open, so they could attain the highest skill level possible. Men (or women) who would have a problem with this have nothing to lose but a bit of ego from an obviously already over-inflated one.

Specific waivers would be too subjective or argumentative. There should just be an across the board objective rule that allows females to participate in any level event in which they can be competitive.

No one stands to lose. Everyone and the great sport of racquetball stand to gain.

Jack Dunsmoor
Boise, Idaho

I am all for allowing cross gender competition to occur in sports, especially racquetball. When a male player reaches a plateau in a specific area, he usually moves to the next level, i.e. open state champion to regional, etc. Forcing a woman to remain stagnant because of her gender...
only adds to what might already be a frustrated competitor.

Think of the added benefits all racquetball players stand to gain. More entries at tournaments, more interest in the sport by women and associated advertisers, and a more competitive female population in the USA means more victories on the national level.

However, I strongly oppose adapting or changing the game to accommodate women. I am not suggesting that any would ask for concessions, just that the spirit and design of the game remain the same. If a person of unequal playing ability cannot compete “on the field,” he or she should seek other means of competition. An example is wheelchair racquetball. Rather than change the standard game to accommodate them, chair bound competitors have created a “field” for themselves to compete.

I guess these thoughts are my “philosophies” of life. I don’t really care what anyone wants to do, or for themselves. Just as long as they don’t interfere with another’s happiness or freedoms. I’ll be the first to accept the challenge of playing any woman.

Chris L. Ladner III
Metairie, Louisiana

... AND CON

Although I sympathize with the problem that Michelle Gould and other leading ladies on the racquetball pro tour are having, I want to be the first to state that cross gender competition is not the solution. Why not?

Women athletes that achieve championship status simply cannot compete with men at the same level. When it was tried by tennis, well-meaning feminists
had to change the rules. The most recent example being the Jimmy Connors vs. Martina Navratilova match. He got one serve, she got two. He had to use the singles lines, she used the doubles court. But if Martina had won, it would have been front page news. Since she didn’t, I had trouble finding the story in our local sports pages.

Years ago, the match between Bobby Riggs and Billie Jean King was simply an egotistical, past-his-prime older man versus a younger and stronger woman. In racquetball, it’s possible that a younger and stronger female could beat an older male player. But on the level of your example, even the best women’s pros couldn’t take a game from any of the top men’s pros or amateur singles champions. In an even match between Gould and “forty-something” Ruben Gonzalez, would anyone bet against Ruben? I don’t think so.

Diane Green, a past national champion herself and one of the hardest hitting women players in the south, readily admits that she can’t beat the #5 ranked men’s open player in the state. So, what’s the point? Do women really want to beat men in sports?

What racquetball really needs is more young women players that won’t “drop out” when the competition gets too hot.

Diane Green, a past national champion herself and one of the hardest hitting women players in the south, readily admits that she can’t beat the #5 ranked men’s open player in the state. So, what’s the point? Do women really want to beat men in sports?

What racquetball really needs is more young women players that won’t “drop out” when the competition gets too hot.

Mike Mojer
Orlando Fitness & Racquet Club
Orlando, Florida

Got a burning question or controversy you’d like to generate some opinion about? Send your soapbox suggestion to “Reader Forum” RACQUETBALL Magazine, 1685 West Uintah, Colorado Springs, CO 80904-2921.

The official glove of the ITF. Official ball of the ARRA, WRTA and the ITF. For more information dial 1-800-BUY PENN.
CONINE THE BARBARIAN

By Brad Patterson
In Miami, Jeff Conine is living the dream of millions of red-blooded American youngsters who, while playing in the local little league, imagine themselves as major leaguers someday.

Conine is indeed in the big leagues, but as far as his dream is concerned, well...

"If the financial opportunities had been there in racquetball like there is in baseball, I probably wouldn’t be here right now," said Conine.

'Here' is the major leagues. Conine is starting left fielder for the Florida Marlins, one of the two expansion teams in their first season in the National League.

"It's a shame that the professional tour hasn’t really caught on," Conine said. "Those guys are such great athletes." Conine knows firsthand how good 'those guys' on the pro racquetball tour are. He was one of 'those guys.' Ranked as high as #16 on the Men's pro tour, Conine was the 1985 U.S. National Junior Champion in the 18-and-under division. His serve was once clocked at 162 mph.

By now it should be obvious to even those who are not in the racquetball "loop" that this is not another story about a "celebrity" that happens to enjoy playing racquetball. This guy can really play.

"He’s a really good player," said Jim Hiser, Associate Executive Director for the American Amateur Racquetball Association. "At 18, he was as good as anyone in the juniors today. and if he had kept playing, he would be as good as anyone on the tour now."

Dick Roberson, Director of Promotions for Penn Racquet Sports, remembers his first impression of Conine. "They called me from a tournament in California and said there was this kid from UCLA who was breaking all of our Penn balls," Roberson said. "I went to the tournament and Jeff was just devastating. He was such a good athlete, and a really nice kid, too."

Conine began playing baseball in the usual way that most boys and girls begin playing — in Tee-Ball, then little league, etc. His father, Jerry, introduced him to the sport of racquetball when Jeff was 10 years old.

"My Dad was an avid handball player," Conine said. "He started playing a little racquetball. He got me out on a court and I just started playing. It was fun." Conine said he did not take the sport seriously right away.

"A local guy I knew went and played the Junior Nationals and he came back and told me about it and I thought, I'd love to do that." So Conine got serious about racquetball around the age of 14. He actually took two to three years off from baseball in order to play racquetball. How many other athletes are good enough to take a few years off from a sport and then make it to the highest level?

Conine won the 1985 Junior Nationals, defeating Michael Bronfeld (a current U.S. National Team member) in the finals. After high school, Conine went to UCLA and basically played racquetball only during the off season. He was a pitcher at UCLA, but became a position player after he was drafted by the Kansas City Royals in June of 1987. "Pitching and racquetball don’t really go together," he said.

He estimates that he made about $5,000 in his best year of racquetball, considerably less than what a starting major league left fielder makes.

When did he decide to concentrate on baseball?

"I never made a conscious decision that I was going to play baseball instead of racquetball," Conine said. "There really wasn’t a decision to be made. The pro racquetball tour was virtually non-existent at that time."

After five seasons in the Kansas City organization, Conine was left unprotected in the expansion draft. The Marlins made him their 11th pick. He was the team's starting left fielder on opening day and has become a fixture in the lineup (Conine
has also started two games at first base) and has quickly become a popular player in South Florida.

Conine said he was, at first, disappointed about being a part of the expansion draft. "I was surprised and a little disappointed," he said. "I liked Kansas City and I liked the Royals' organization. But, as I thought about it, it was the best thing that could possibly have happened to me. This gave me the opportunity to play regularly in the major leagues."

Conine has quickly proven that he belongs in 'The Show.' At this writing he is hitting .297, with ten home runs (including a Grand Slam) and 70 RBI's. He also has, arguably, the best Chris Berman-given nickname of any first-year player in baseball - "Jeff 'Conine the Barbarian,'" Berman calls when a highlight of Conine is shown on ESPN.

The Marlins have been surprisingly competitive in their inaugural campaign. Florida was in sixth place in their division, with a 60/83 record at press time in mid-September.

Conine turned 27 on June 27, and the timing seems to be perfect for him to grow as a player as the Marlins become contenders. Conine said he would like to stay with the Florida franchise.

"I'd love to stay here," he said. "It's a great place to play. We've got some good players and we're not too far away from being a contending team."

Conine still plays some racquetball. "I play once in a while, mostly on the road. I go out with Gary Carter (the Marlins' television commentator, and future Hall-Of-Famer) early in the morning and bang it around."

And, he stays in touch with racquetball. In fact, it's easy for Conine to stay current with the sport. He is engaged to Cindy Doyle, the 1992 World Intercollegiate Champion and former U.S. National Team member. Cindy was ranked as high as #7 on the women's pro tour before a shoulder injury set her back. She has resumed playing, and competed at the National Singles in Houston in May where she qualified for this summer's U.S. Olympic Festival in San Antonio and later won a silver medal in doubles.

Conine and Doyle are planning to
play mixed doubles together in the National Doubles scheduled for late October in Phoenix. And, they have another big date scheduled for October — their wedding. Cindy's brother, Tim Doyle, is presently ranked in the top 10 on the men's pro tour.

Conine said he still sees some of his racquetball buddies, having visited with former world doubles champion Dan Obremski when the Marlins were in Pittsburgh, and racquetball legend Marty Hogan in St. Louis, when the Marlins played the Cardinals.

He said that racquetball needed television exposure for it to grow, and he is doing his part to help the sport in other ways. He donated a jersey, signed by all of the original Marlins, to the AARA for its silent auction at the Nationals. The jersey sold for $500. "Jeff has always been one of our best spokespersons, and an avid supporter of our sport," said Luke St. Onge, Executive Director of the AARA.

Conine said he thought playing racquetball helped him in baseball since the hand-eye coordination needed to return a 160 mile per hour serve is quite similar to what is needed to hit a major league fastball. And, the quick reactions required in racquetball certainly help a baseball player. He also liked other aspects of the individual sport.

"In racquetball, you're out there all by yourself," he said. "You can't blame anyone else. I like that."

Conine said he will continue to play racquetball. "I can see myself playing racquetball for the rest of my life," Conine said. "It's a great sport."
DOES BO KNOW RACQUETBALL?

... Maybe. But not as well as Jeff Conine knows racquetball.

Bo Jackson — he of the football/baseball/Nike commercials — is a well-known athlete. And he wanted to play Conine in racquetball a few years ago.

Conine has heard it before. Most anyone who is a top-notch racquetball player has been challenged by someone who thinks they can beat a high profile player.

Conine is surrounded by great athletes. Conine, the left fielder for the Florida Marlins, one of the two new National League expansion teams, was also a world class racquetball player who played on the professional tour.

"Yeah, some guys want to go out and play once in a while," he said when asked about whether he had gotten any challenges from his teammates. "I tell them that I will spot them 16-17 points in a game to 21, and play them for $1,000."

"I haven't had any takers yet, but I think I will," Conine said. "You know, most of these guys are great athletes. They figure that they can surely go out and at least score 4 to 5 points off of me."

Conine was once ranked as high as #16 on the Men's tour. But with the little exposure racquetball has on television, most of the uninitiated do not have any idea how really good top racquetball players are. Many club players think they could walk in off the street and give the professionals a good game.

Conine, whose serve was once clocked at 162 mph, received his challenge from Jackson two years ago.

"We were both rehabbing from injuries," said Conine. At the time, Jackson was having his hip worked on, and Conine was having surgery on his left wrist.

"He was on the table next to me. He said, 'I want to play you in racquetball for big money,'" Conine recalled.

"I said, 'Your definition of big money and my definition of big money are probably two different things,'" he said. "How much?"

"$15 grand!" said Jackson. Conine agreed.

"How many points do you want?" Conine asked the former Heisman Trophy winner, now an outfielder/designated hitter for the Chicago White Sox.

Jackson snorted, "I don't want any points from you," he said, obviously thinking it beneath him to even consider accepting a handicap from another athlete in any type of activity.

"So, I said," Conine went on, "you spell the name on the check, C-O-N-I-N-E."

The two never played, at least not yet.

"Bo finally had to have the hip replacement," Conine said. "He kept giving me grief about it though. We may have to play one of these days."

Photo courtesy Chicago White Sox
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NEW U.S. OLYMPIC FESTIVAL STARS RISE TO THE OCCASION IN SAN ANTONIO

From among an elite field of 32 of the best amateur racquetball players in the nation, a remarkable number of first-time appointees were named to the U.S. National Racquetball Team at the U.S. Olympic Festival in late July. Four out of six winners will be team “rookies” for their victories in San Antonio. Former Albuquerque native Tony Jelso, Chicago’s Cheryl Gudinas, Seattle’s Jeff Evans and San Diego’s Joy Paraiso MacKenzie earned their first team spots, while veterans Jackie Paraiso Gibson and Todd O’Neil re-qualified for the squad.

After a year off for the Olympic Games, the U.S. Olympic Festival opportunity was a welcome one for the team hopefuls, who took the team qualifier seriously — as did AARA administrators. In preparation for a full interna-
tional schedule leading up to the World Championships in 1994 and the Pan Ams in 1995, the AARA elected to utilize new International Racquetball Federation (IRF) rules for the first time since they were adopted last summer. The theory if U.S. team members will have to compete by IRF rules, they should qualify by them.

Most important of the IRF variations was the “one-serve” rule, which limited top ace servers like Tim Sweeney and Chris Cole to a single prospect per service. A long or a short meant a sideout, and few of the athletes took any chances.

“I changed my game from an aggressive, serve-and-shoot style to using more lobs just to get the ball into play,” said Sweeney, whose sentiments were shared by Cole. “I probably won’t go for the crack ace as much, but I did use it once or twice as a surprise and it worked.”

As predicted, an added benefit to spectators was prolonged rallies that truly showcased the talent of the athletes. By taking away the ace service edge, players exercised restraint in going for the big serve and instead exchanged more well-placed shots during the rally to win points. It is expected that the AARA will consider a permanent rule change regarding the serve in all future U.S. Team qualifiers.

**JELSO GIVES NOTICE**

For 23-year old Tony Jelso, who blazed through the preliminary rounds with only one warm-up tiebreaker, service consistency was crucial. A long-time “photon” server, Jelso was one of a handful of players who stayed with his drive, and was successful in delivering the highest percentage of no-fault winners.

In his first match against hometown favorite Lance Gilliam, Jelso lost the first game 12-15, then came back to take the next 15-6 and the tiebreaker 11-2. “The key against Lance is getting him out of center court,” said Jelso “and he’s tough to move.” At 6’3”, Jelso had a 2” height advantage over Gilliam, but both weighed in at 195, so jockeying for position wasn’t easy for either player.

In the second round robin match-up, Jelso took a swift two game win over Dan Fowler of Silver Spring, Maryland, 15-5, 15-14, then moved on to face three time intercollegiate champion and 1991 national titlist Sweeney for a shot at the medal round. There, Jelso gained even more momentum with another straight game victory, 15-11, 15-9. Rolling over Vince Kelley with an even lower score, Jelso earned his final spot with an 15-3, 15-8 win and a 4/0 record.

**COLE SEEKS TEAM SPOT**

True to form, current world champion Chris Cole of Flint, Michigan, went to a tiebreaker in each of his preliminary matches, always losing the first game before rallying to take the second two. A notorious “come from behind” winner, Cole was under extra pressure to win this event in order to reclaim his lost spot on the U.S. National Racquetball Team.

After winning his first two tiebreakers against Scott Reiff of Coral Springs, Florida and Vince Kelley of Portland, Oregon, Cole avenged himself against upstart Mike Engel of Bethesda, Maryland with another narrow victory. The win was important to Cole, who lost his spot on the U.S. National Team to Engel earlier in the season. Defending his 1992 national title last May, Cole was eliminated by Engel in the quarterfinal team qualifying round at the U.S. National Singles Championships. By upsetting the top seed in that round, Engel took Cole’s place on the U.S. Team.

“That’s his strategy,” said longtime coach Jim Hiser, “he makes his opponents run around the whole first game, then takes advantage of their fatigue in the next two.”

“I feel like I’ve regained the mental edge I had last season when I won the four championships in a row” said Cole, “but I still have to play three games.”
Against a not-so-tired Engel, Cole continued to play it close. In the deciding tiebreaker, Cole stalled at match point, 10-3, and Engel made his move, closing the gap to two points at 8-10. Assessed a technical foul for calling a time out after the score had been called (another new international ruling), Engel went back to 7-10, but soon regained the lost point. Finally, after several side-outs and long rallies, Cole delivered a solid down-the-line backhand killshot for the match.

To advance into the medal round, Cole took a rare straight game win over Dan Fowler 15-12, 15-7 to go up against Jelso for the gold.

**A SHORT FINAL**

In the first game of their gold medal final, Jelso raced to a game point advantage at 14-9 before Cole began to stage a comeback. Two points later in his run, Cole dove for a forehand shot and landed squarely on a previous injury to his right shoulder. Impact from the fall stunned Cole, who was then unable to move or speak for several minutes, and an ambulance was called. Some thirty minutes later, Cole was transported to a local hospital where all diagnostic tests came back normal and he was released the following morning. Last year Cole experienced a similar unexplained seizure episode, and a follow-up series of tests in Flint have still failed to pinpoint the cause. [The episode put such a scare into Cole’s fiancee Nancy that the two have moved up their wedding date to October 9 — the same day as the Conine/Doyle nuptials.]

Obviously shaken and concerned for his opponent, Jelso sat quietly while Cole was attended to, then joined the gallery in an appreciative round of applause as Chris was wheeled out of the building. On the award platform, Tony was subdued and later added “I really wanted to win it on the court, and I hope we get another chance to play.” Despite the default, Jelso clearly established himself as a U.S. Olympic Festival champion by anyone’s measure. His will to win, sportsmanship, record and compassion were second to none in San Antonio.

“I had trained hard before the Festival, and even pictured myself winning. I stayed mentally focused throughout the tournament and my mental game is stronger than it’s ever been. It was great to be there, and great to get on the team.”

**GUDINAS LOBS INTO FINAL**

In women’s competition, Cheryl Gudinas pulled into an early lead in the preliminaries, using the new one-serve ruling to her advantage. Setting her arms at full length in her lob stance made her look like an angel about to take flight, but her opponents had another outlook. The high lob frustrated each and every one of its receivers, starting with WPRA
The Widebodies Below Hit With More Power.

The Wilson head-heavy Hammer System* delivers so much power it turns opponents into chopped sushi.
“most improved player” this season, Ellen Crawford of Minoa, New York. Next Gudinas went up against another pro tour colleague, Kaye Kuhfeld of Indianapolis, for a second straight game win, 15-6, 15-12.

The third round of the preliminaries proved to be Gudinas’ most difficult against former intercollegiate champion Elaine Hooghe, who had also taken a win from Crawford. “I always win when my daughter is here,” said Elaine, whose 4-year old daughter Kelsey was in the stands. Against Gudinas, Hooghe pulled out a tiebreaker win to give Cheryl her only loss in the round robin flight, 5-15, 15-5, 11-9. Finishing first and second in their flight, both Gudinas and Hooghe advanced into the semifinal.

**SPANGLER ON WINNING STREAK**

In her flight, current intercollegiate champion Tanya Spangler started slow but gained momentum with each match. A first round tiebreaker loss to Lynne Coburn of Baltimore, Maryland gave Spangler a feel for the competition, and she quickly adjusted against this year’s junior national champion Kerri Stoffregen, to take a tiebreaker win of her own, 15-5, 6-15, 11-2. Against women’s pro Molly O’Brien of Souderton, Pennsylvania in the next round, Spangler reduced her court time with straight game wins of 15-12, 15-12 to end the preliminaries with a 2-1 record and earn a semifinal slot.

In the semifinal, Gudinas defeated fellow pro tour regular Lynne Coburn of Baltimore, Maryland, 15-8, 15-10. In the other semi-final, the battle between intercollegiate champions Tanya Spangler and Elaine Hooghe ended in Spangler’s favor, in another tiebreaker of 15-5, 10-15, 11-9.

The gold medal round put former Festival participant and three time national women’s 19+ champion Gudinas squarely into center stage with her most impressive career win to date. Cheryl, who participated in racquetball’s 1989 premiere Olympic Festival appearance in Oklahoma City, opened the new quadrennium with her first Festival gold after her straight game win over Tanya Spangler, 15-11, 15-7.

“I always enjoy the Olympic Festivals, but this one is special,” said Gudinas, “I’ll remember San Antonio for a long time.”

**MEN’S DOUBLES**

Men’s open national champions Joel Bonnett and Bill Sell won their first round in the preliminary line up easily. The lefty-righty pair took a straight game win over Minnesotans Hart Johnson and Todd Stead — both left-handers, 15-6, 15-10. The three-to-one mix of lefties in the match had Bonnett working overtime to stay out of the way and end rallies as quickly as possible.

After a late roster change, Jeff Evans dropped into the spot vacated by Jim Floyd and paired up with left-hander Todd O’Neil. Right from the starting gate, the two defeated another new team
Club owner and Festival host Bruce Hendlin (center), pictured here with AARA Executive Director Luke St. Onge (left) and U.S. Olympic Committee President Leroy Walker (right) treated the racquetball athletes to more than just a great venue. His hospitality extended as far as the Alamo, and included a special treat — a riverboat luncheon and commemorative pen sets for the entire entourage of athletes, coaches, referees and staff. It took three flatbottom boats to carry the assembled crew, who thoroughly enjoyed the royal treatment.

At the venue, club manager David Nevarez (the one with his feet in the hot tub, next page) was equally hospitable and kept things running smoothly throughout the five-day event. Our many thanks!

made up of junior champion Sudsy Monchik and Bobby Rodriguez, in straight games of 15-5, 15-8. During the match, an overexcited Monchik hit his own partner squarely in the right side, awarding Rodriguez with the “best bruise” prize of the tournament.

In the second round, Monchik and Rodriguez took their first win over lefties Hart Johnson and Todd Stead, while O’Neil and Evans defeated national doubles champions Bonnett and Sell in straight games of 15-3, 15-13. After a second upset in the semi-final round playoff, national champions Bonnett and Sell were handed a surprise defeat by Monchik and Rodriguez, who advanced into the final against O’Neil and Evans.

Although Vermont native Todd O’Neil claimed that partner Jeff Evans’ snoring must keep them all “sleepless in Seattle,” they were both able to
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MADE IN THE U.S.A.
EAST TEAM

Men's Singles A: Tony Jelso .......... Ventura, Calif.
Men's Singles B: Scott Reiff ............ Coral Springs, Fla.
Women's Singles A: Cheryl Gudinas .......... Lisle, Ill.
Women's Singles B: Lynne Coburn .......... Baltimore, Md.
Men's Doubles: Sudy Monchik .......... Staten Island, N.Y.
Coach: Jackie Gibson .......... San Diego, Calif.

WEST TEAM

Men's Singles A: Lance Gilliam .......... San Antonio, Texas
Men's Singles B: Mike Engel .......... Bethesda, Md.
Women's Singles A: Ellen Crawford .......... Minoa, N.Y.
Women's Singles B: Tanya Spangler .......... Fremont, Calif.
Men's Doubles: Jeff Evans .......... Kirkland, Wash.
Women's Doubles: Todd O'Neil .......... Dallas, Texas
Coach: Cindy Doyle .......... Buffalo, N.Y.
Manager: Robin Levine .......... Sacramento, Calif.

get enough rest to take their first Festival gold with a win over surprise finalists Sudsy Monchik and Bobby Rodriguez in straight games of 15-4, 15-10.

“I found out about a week before that I was coming,” said Evans, “in fact, I’m still in shock, since I had planned on being home this week ... working.” Festival veteran O’Neil was an old hand, “I’ve been to Festivals before and lost every match I played ... until now. At this level, every match is like a final.”

WOMEN’S DOUBLES

In their first meeting since last fall, San Diego twins Jackie Gibson and Joy MacKenzie took revenge on defending national champions Mary Lyons and Susan Pfahler with a straight game win of 15-6, 15-11. Lyons and Pfahler won the 1992 U.S. National Doubles Championships in a tiebreaker against the twins to seize the title and earn spots on the U.S. National Team.

Nicknamed “Pit and Pat” at the Festival by opposing North Team coach Neil Shapiro, Lyons and Pfahler have the unusual reputation of not hitting the ball hard. Preferring a slower pace, the two often confound even the most powerful opponents with a combined ceiling, pass and pinch shot game style, with the occasional surprise kill shot thrown in to end a rally.

But in the semi-final, Lyons and Pfahler were stopped by the new pairing of left-hander Robin Levine and Cindy Doyle. Playing against power hitter Levine, Lyons calmly returned even the hardest shots with off-speed passes or ceiling shots, but failed to make the important dinks to end rallies and score points. On the right against Doyle, Pfahler tried to employ her pinch kill to end rallies that Lyons had prolonged, but the shot stayed up too long, too often, allowing Doyle offensive openings that she capitalized on.

In their second final this year, Jackie and Joy took their first major victory since they last won together in 1989, but not without a good bit of pushing, shoving and jockeying for position against Levine and Doyle. Gibson and MacKenzie went to a highly physical tiebreaker against their volatile and frustrated opponents, but kept their composure to come away with the win 8-15, 15-5, 11-3. The win gave Joy her first U.S. National Team appointment.

“We were really ready this time, mentally and physically,” said Joy, but Jackie had already put that behind her...
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OLYMPIC FESTIVAL MEDALISTS

MEN'S SINGLES
GOLD: Tony Jelso, Ventura, Calif. (East)
SILVER: Chris Cole, Flint Mich. (South)
BRONZE: Dan Fowler, Silver Spring, Md. (South)

WOMEN'S SINGLES
GOLD: Cheryl Gudinas, Lisle, Ill. (East)
SILVER: Tanya Spangler, Fremont, Calif. (West)
BRONZE: Elaine Hooghe, Columbus, Ohio (North)

MEN'S DOUBLES
GOLD: Jeff Evans, Kirkland, Wash. & Todd O'Neil, Dallas, Texas (West)
SILVER: Sudsy Monchik, Staten Island, N.Y. & Bobby Rodriguez, Denver, Colo. (East)
BRONZE: Joel Bonnett, Grand Rapids, Mich. & Bill Sell, Huntington Beach, Calif. (North)

WOMEN'S DOUBLES
GOLD: Jackie Gibson, San Diego, Calif. & Joy MacKenzie, San Diego, Calif. (East)
SILVER: Cindy Doyle, Ft. Lauderdale, Fla. & Robin Levine, Sacramento, Calif. (West)
BRONZE: Mary Lyons, Jacksonville, Fla. & Susan Pfahler, Jacksonville, Fla. (South)
ROBERTS WINS IN MINNEAPOLIS

By Jack Newman

Excitement was in the air for the VCI World Championships June 23-27 at the Burnsville Swim and Racquet Club. Not only was this the final of the VCI tournament series, but pro racquetball was being telecast on ESPN for the first time in ten years. Also on the line was the prestigious VCI Cup, which would go to the player who had earned the most points in the five VCI events of the series.

Round of 32
A couple of excellent matches started the tournament. Rob McKinney, who pushed Andy Roberts earlier this season, did the same as he battled Drew Kachtik for five games. McKinney had match point in the fifth game, only to have Drew fight him off to stay alive 14-12. Roger Harripersad and Egan Inoue squared off in a battle of power and speed. Egan jumped out to a 2-1 game lead only to have Roger come back and win games four and five to take the match. The other top seeds all moved on with the exception of Bret Harnett, who was a no show for his first round match.

Round of 16
The round of 16 almost went exactly to the seeding. First up was Kachtik defeating Woody Clouse in four games, followed by Ruben Gonzalez beating Mike Ceresia in four. Mike Ray fought off Tim Sweeney in four games and Tim Doyle smashed Dan Obremski three straight to advance. Mike Guidry needed four games to defeat qualifier Kevin Graham, while Andy Roberts avenged an earlier season loss in taking out Aaron Katz in three straight. Jack Newman needed five games to get by Dave Johnson, and Cliff Swain beat Roger Harripersad in four games.

Quarterfinals
The first match of the round saw Kachtik jump out to a first game victory over Gonzalez, 11-6. The second game went to Ruben, 11-3. Tied one game apiece, the two players battled for the undisputed #4 spot in the world. Gonzalez was able to prevail 12-10, 11-8 to continue his mastery over Kachtik. The second quarterfinal match featured the control of Mike Ray against the power of Tim Doyle. Although Ray had beaten Doyle in every match this season, Doyle had been playing better as of late. In a
ADVANCING IN MINNEAPOLIS

Round of 16
Cliff Swain .......... def. ..... Roger Harripersad (7,3,(6),7)
Jack Newman ......... def. ..... Dave Johnson (14,(5),5,12,5)
Drew Kachtik ....... def. ........ Woody Clouse (13,3,4,7)
Ruben Gonzalez ..... def. .... Mike Ceresia (6,7,(6),6)
Mike Ray ............ def. .......... Tim Sweeney (8,3,(4),5)
Tim Doyle .......... def. .......... Dan Obremski (3,4,6)
Mike Guidry ........ def. .......... Kevin Graham (8,(10),8,2)
Andy Roberts ......... def. ................. Aaron Katz (4,4,9)

Quarterfinals
Jack Newman ..... def. ........ Cliff Swain ((7),(5),9,10,4)
Ruben Gonzalez ... def. .... Drew Kachtik ((6),3,10,8)
Tim Doyle .......... def. .......... Mike Ray (9,(1),5,(10),6)
Andy Roberts ....... def. ................. Mike Guidry (4,8,5)

Semifinals
Jack Newman ..... def. ........ Ruben Gonzalez (3,2,8)
Andy Roberts ...... def. ........ Tim Doyle ((6),4,7,(9),9)

Finals
Andy Roberts ....... def. .... Jack Newman (2,(8),(6),3,8)

Supports Fibromyalgia Research

Semifinals
A match between Doyle and Roberts is always a battle of sheer power. Doyle got an early lead, winning game one 11-6 before Roberts fought back and won the next two games 11-4, 11-7. Doyle never gave up as he won game four 11-9 to move to the fifth and deciding game. Roberts took an early lead, but Doyle was able to come back and serve at 9-10. Roberts regained the serve and closed out the match 11-9.

The second semifinal saw good friends Ruben Gonzalez and Jack Newman take to the court. They had just played in the finals of the previous tournament, with Ruben winning that match in five games. This match was different as Newman was hot and Gonzalez never got started. Newman won three straight 11-3, 11-2, 11-8 to move to his second straight final.

Finals
A lot was on the line for Roberts and Newman in this final. A Roberts victory would not only mean winning the prestigious VCI Cup, but he would also regain the #1 ranking. Andy looked poised to do both as he jumped out to an 11-2 first game victory. But Jack also enjoyed the limelight of the ESPN telecast, winning the next two games 11-8, 11-6 to go up one game. Roberts switched to a power game to take game four 11-3 and even up the match, then continued his pace in the tiebreaker as he jumped out to a 6-0 lead. In a match full of streaks, Newman went on his own eight point run to regain the lead 8-6. A key Roberts time out led him to victory as he ran out the last five points to win the tournament, the VCI Cup and regain the top ranking.
SWAIN BACK ON TOP IN STOP #2
By Jack Newman

The second IRT stop brought the players to Elmwood Fitness Center in New Orleans for the Summer Cooler Pro-Am August 4-8.

Round of 16
Good matches started as early as the round of 16, where Tim Doyle was pushed to five games by Todd O'Neil and Mike Ray went down 2-0 in games and 10-6 in the third before coming back to beat Scott Reiff in five. Mike Guidry was also down 2-0 to fellow Texan Drew Kachtik, only to come back and win in five games, while Cliff Swain struggled to beat Woody Clouse in five. Amateur national champion John Ellis pushed pro national champion Andy Roberts to the limit in their five game match.

In the quarterfinals, momentum affected many of the matches, including the first between Gonzalez and Doyle. Doyle jumped out to an easy 11-1 first game win, with Ruben evening the score with an 11-9 game two win. Doyle grabbed game three and looked like he had the match in hand only to lose game four 13-11. Doyle then had an 8-5 lead in the fifth game, before having to call an injury time out to attend to stomach flu. When Tim returned to the court, he wasn't the same and Ruben finished off the match 11-8.

With Jack Newman against Mike Ray, it was two control players battling it out, with Newman grabbing a 2-1 lead in games, only to have Mike win game four 11-7. The fifth game saw Jack take an 8-5 lead, but again momentum changed as Ray came back to win 11-8. In a battle of power, Bret Harnett and Andy Roberts went up next. Andy went ahead 2-1 in
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Micro Hex™- XL
Packed with 1,200 inner filaments, Micro Hex XL outlasts them all. Along with great durability, the multifiber core really absorbs shock, reducing vibration and strain.

Micro Hex™- Tournament Blend

Micro Hex™- Classic
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...Marty Hogan
ADVANCING IN NEW ORLEANS

Round of 16
Andy Roberts ....... def. John Ellis (7,2,(4),(9),8)
Bret Harnett ....... def. Dave Johnson (3,2,(9),7)
Tim Doyle .......... def. Todd O'Neil (4,2,(3),(8),5)
Ruben Gonzalez .... def. Rob McKinney (8,3,(5),5)
Mike Ray ............ def. Scott Reiff ((9),(6),10,1,8)
Jack Newman ........ def. Aaron Katz (1,5,(6),6)
Mike Guidry .......... def. Drew Kachtik ((8),(10),2,7,5)
Cliff Swain ............. def. Woody Clouse (1),6,8,(8),2)

Quarterfinals
Bret Harnett ........... def. Andy Roberts (9,(8),(9),2,2)
Ruben Gonzalez .... def. Tim Doyle ((1),(9),(6),11,9)
Mike Ray ................ def. Jack Newman ((8),7,(4),7,8)
Cliff Swain .......... def. Mike Guidry (7,3,3)

Semi Finals
Bret Harnett ........ def. Ruben Gonzalez (5,6,4)
Cliff Swain ............. def. Mike Ray (4,0,9)

Finals
Cliff Swain .......... def. Bret Harnett (2,5,(10),5)
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When Spalding teams up with top-ranked pro Mike Ray to design a new racquetball racket, you expect big things. And you get them. Like the new Goliath™ -the largest racket in Spalding's line-up with a full 113sq. in. of hitting surface.

Designed to take the abuse of the pros, the Goliath™ is as durable as it is powerful. With a cross section that tapers on both the sides and front for ultimate stiffness and durability. And backed by a 2-year frame warranty.

The Goliath™. It's one mean giant!
IRT PLAYER PROFILES

Player: Dave Johnson
Hometown: Huntington Beach, California
Current IRT Ranking: 8
Racquet: TRS Phase II

A natural athlete with a body builder's physique, Dave is a product of the age-old hub of pro racquetball, southern California. In recent seasons, he has defeated every major pro on the tour. While unable to maintain a winning streak, Dave has often upset a top seed with a very one-sided defeat. In his best recent showing, Dave captured second place at the Pittsburgh Shop-n-Save Pro Am in February.

One of the most exciting players on the tour for spectators, Dave's agility and determination make him a favorite at IRT events. His cool attitude and great sportsmanship have kept him nearly as admired as his looks and charm have. No matter the odds, a Dave Johnson match means excitement!

Dave's racquet is his own signature model. His main goal now is to develop the consistency necessary to climb into the top spots.

Player: Mike Guidry
Hometown: Dallas, Texas
Current IRT Ranking: 10
Racquet: Ektelon Eminence

Finishing up his second full season on the tour, this compact southpaw wasted no time jumping into the top ten. Extremely precise execution, smart shot selection, and phenomenal gets are the norm with Mike, who entered the pro ranks with the confidence of a seasoned veteran after a successful amateur career. Unlikely upsets in his favor have made Mike very accustomed to playing into later rounds. On a particularly successful outing recently, Mike stormed into the semi's of the Hampton Inn Classic in Memphis to nearly outdo this season's top gun, Cliff Swain.

With little regard for his own safe landing, Mike's diving gets assure that few balls are out of play. Displaying a smart mix of power and control, Mike is a shining example of the current level of professional racquetball talent residing in Texas. His low-key, focused demeanor and tremendous ability mark him for greatness.

No stranger to big wins at big events, Mike has chosen this year's TransCoastal Grand Nationals as the one to win for his big pro breakthrough and his first tour victory.
TOUR UPDATE
By Hank Marcus

VCI CHALLENGE CUP SERIES EXPANDS
In conjunction with the TransCoastal International Racquetball Tour, VW Credit, Inc. has announced a six city VCI Series for the 1993-94 season. The most prestigious series in professional racquetball will be highlighted by stops in Montreal, Baltimore, Dallas, Atlanta, Los Angeles and Minneapolis.

Expansion of the VCI Challenge Cup Series this year will only add to its success and prestige. Through an informal arrangement with the AARA, next season’s amateur regional singles qualifiers will be held in conjunction with the VCI events wherever possible, thereby affording more amateur players the opportunity to see and meet the top pros.

SPALDING INKS PACT WITH INTERNATIONAL RACQUETBALL TOUR
Spalding Professional Racquet Sports and the International Racquetball Tour have signed an agreement making Spalding the official racquet of men’s professional racquetball, the company announced in Chicago at the National Sporting Goods Show late July. Terms of the agreement were not disclosed.

“Association with these top-ranked pros, coupled with exposure on-site and their TV audiences will further establish Spalding’s presence as a leader in the sport of racquetball,” said Dave Reinhart, Director of Spalding Professional Racquet Sports.

As part of the agreement, Spalding will be present on-site with signage and product displays at each of the 20 International Racquetball Tour

TRANSITION
Racquet Sports

PHASE II

Available in Pro shops and specialty shops only! T.R.S. offers a full line of racquets and active wear.

Call
1-800-473-4425
for your nearest dealer.

-205 GMS.
-Designed for power with ultimate control
-Recommended for intermediate to professional
-Respects AAR total length rule
-Endorsed by Touring Pro Sensation Dave Johnson, M.P.R.A. Pro Tour

-205 GMS.
-Super stiff, designed for the true power player
-Comes unstrung (string provided)
-Respects AAR total length rule
-Endorsed by #1 Cliff Swain, World’s hardest hitter
stops. The company will also introduce "Spalding Heat" fast serve rankings, featuring a fast-serve gun at each tournament site throughout the season. At the end of the year, the tour's fastest servers will receive cash bonuses from Spalding.

BI RAK IT ROLLS ON
The VCI World Championships featured the largest draw in Bi Rak It with amateurs and the IRT pros playing out of a round of 32. Top ranked Woody Clouse was unable to play but Atlanta winner Aaron Katz looked to be the favorite with Mike Brady the second seed. The surprise came when Drew Kachtik jumped in the draw and beat Brady and took out Katz in a final featuring diving, screaming, and constant action between the two friends.

ESPN & VW CREDIT WINNING PAIR
The ESPN broadcast of the VCI World Championships was a great success in terms of viewer response and ratings and most importantly from ESPN's perspective. ESPN was so happy with the telecast that a second airing was added, and interest has been expressed in a four show series for the coming season. Special thanks to Jerry McKinsis who took 100 hours of action and turned it into a show that gave the viewing public a great opportunity to enjoy racquetball.

MINNESOTA JUNIORS GET TIPS
The Minnesota State Junior team got some last minute tips from the pros before heading to the Junior Olympics. Cliff Swain, Tim Doyle and Ruben Gonzalez all donated their day to help the kids get ready. The IRT is committed to junior racquetball.
development and invites anyone who works with a state or club junior program to contact IRT when a stop comes to your city, and we’ll arrange a pro appearance and clinic.

**SWAIN #1 WITH WORLD RACQUET SPORTS ASSOCIATION**

WRSA, the official rating system of the IRT Tour presented Cliff Swain with a beautiful trophy and a $5,000 check for finishing as the #1 rated player for the 1992-93 season.

WRSA’s Chris Williams and Ken Perkins presented the awards in Minneapolis in conjunction with the VCI World Championships and stayed throughout the tournament to demonstrate the WRSA’s smart card system, which allows players to update their ratings in “real time” immediately following each match.

**ROBERTS WINS VCI CUP**

Andy Roberts not only pulled out a great victory at the VCI World Championships but his win made him the proud owner of the beautiful crystal VCI Cup. The VCI Cup is awarded to the player who performs best in the VCI Challenge Cup Series throughout the season. Roberts is the second winner of the VCI Cup, Tim Doyle was the winner in the inaugural year.

**SWAIN WINS PENN GLOVE POOL**

Cliff Swain of Braintree, Massachusetts won the Penn Glove Bonus program, after finishing in the top spot for the 1992-93 season. Dave Johnson of Huntington Beach, California, ranked #8, was the runner-up, followed by Woody Clouse, of Jacksonville, Florida. All three won vacation packages from Penn Racquet Sports.
## TRANSCOASTAL IRT RANKINGS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Rank</th>
<th>Player</th>
<th>Score</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Andy Roberts, TN</td>
<td>7.45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Cliff Swain, SC</td>
<td>7.37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Mike Ray, SC</td>
<td>7.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Ruben Gonzalez, NY</td>
<td>6.91</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Tim Doyle, OR</td>
<td>6.90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Jack Newman, IL</td>
<td>6.86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Drew Kachtik, TX</td>
<td>6.78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Dave Johnson, TX</td>
<td>6.68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Bret Harnett, NV</td>
<td>6.58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Mike Guidry, TX</td>
<td>6.35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>Aaron Katz, TX</td>
<td>6.22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>Dan Obremski, PA</td>
<td>6.16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>Todd O'Neil, TX</td>
<td>6.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>Egan Inoue, HI</td>
<td>6.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>Mike Ceresia, Canada</td>
<td>6.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>Roger Harripersad, Canada</td>
<td>6.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## 1993-94 TRANSCOASTAL IRT TOUR SCHEDULE

### CHICAGO
- October 27-31
- Woodfield Racquet Club

### BALTIMORE
- November 3-7
- VCI Challenge Cup Series #2 -- TBA

### RIVERSIDE
- November 10-14
- Tournament House

### DALLAS
- December 8-12
- VCI Challenge Cup Series #3 -- TBA

### DENVER
- December 15-19
- Lakewood Athletic Club

### ATLANTA
- February 2-6
- VCI Challenge Cup Series #4 -- TBA

### PITTSBURGH
- February 16-20
- Racquet Club of Pittsburgh

### HOUSTON
- March 9-13 -- TBA

### LOS ANGELES
- VCI Challenge Cup Series #5 -- TBA

### MEMPHIS
- March/April 31-3
- Racquet Club of Memphis

### LAS VEGAS
- April 13-17
- Sporting House

### MINNEAPOLIS
- May 4-8
- VCI Challenge Cup Series #6 -- TBA

### SEATTLE
- June 1-5
- Multinomah Athletic Club

### PORTLAND
- June 1-5
- Multinomah Athletic Club

## VCI CHALLENGE CUP SERIES BONUS POOL

Based on the results from VW Credit, Inc. events Montreal, Baltimore, Atlanta, Los Angeles and Minneapolis:
- Woody Clouse
- Aaron Katz
- Mike Brady
- Drew Kachtik
- Mike Ray
- Vince Kelley
- Egan Inoue
- John Ellis
- Michael Bronfeld
- Sudsy Manchik
- Jason Mannino
- Brad Poppino
- Torrey Richards

## PENN GLOVE BONUS POOL

Official IRT Tour Glove
- Cliff Swain
- Dave Johnson
- Woody Clouse
- Mike Ceresia
- Roger Harripersad
- Dan Fowler
- Jason Krikorian
- Jeff Evans

## HEAD ANATOM BONUS POOL

Official Shoe IRT Tour
- Mike Ray
- Dave Johnson
- Bret Harnett
- Dan Obremski
- Mike Ceresia
- Woody Clouse
- Dan Fowler
- Jason Krikorian
- Scott Liparelli
WPRA SET FOR NEW SEASON

By Chris Evon

By press time, the kick off tournament for the women's professional 1993-94 season will have been held at the Congress Park Athletic Club in Centerville, Ohio. Club owners Rex and Elaine Fister arranged to bring the WPRA to Congress Park to show their members the best players in the world and to give the top women players in their area a chance to test their skills against the pros. Look for results of this stop in the next issue.

Jeff Hanno and the staff at the Track and Racquet Club in Syracuse, New York will host their fourth WPRA tour stop November 4-7. Adding to the excitement of singles play will be a pro/am mixed doubles division. This event pairs up one of the top women pros with a top local male player or a tournament sponsor. The Track and Racquet Club hosts one of the more elite tournaments of the season with spectacular hospitality and television coverage of the finals.

The tour then moves to Philadelphia for the Grand Slam tournament January 13-15 at the High Point Athletic Club and then on to Atlanta for the Pizza Hut Racquetball Challenge. Other tentative sites include Hershey, Pennsylvania; Baltimore, Maryland; Chattanooga, Tennessee; and Los Angeles, California. The season will

WHILE OTHERS TRY TO IMITATE, NONE CAN DUPLICATE...

First to introduce a complete selection of top of the line, lightweight racquets.

E•FORCE has been delivering the best combination of superior power and control with virtually shock free, elbow-proof performance for over four years.

DON'T YOU THINK IT'S TIME YOU JOIN THE FORCE

THE BEST YOU CAN BUY (800) 899-3367

P. O. Box 13724 Richmond, VA 23225

E•FORCE

Celebrating 4 YEARS Excellence & Innovation
## 1992-93 Season Standings...

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Place</th>
<th>Points</th>
<th>Player</th>
<th>Team</th>
<th>Points</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>2000.0</td>
<td>Michelle Gould, ID</td>
<td>CA</td>
<td>108.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>1280.0</td>
<td>Marci Drexler, CA</td>
<td>CA</td>
<td>108.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>1240.0</td>
<td>Malia Bailey, VA</td>
<td>CA</td>
<td>108.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>916.7</td>
<td>Jackie Paraiso-Gibson, CA</td>
<td>CA</td>
<td>108.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>860.0</td>
<td>Lynne Coburn, MD</td>
<td>CA</td>
<td>83.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>680.0</td>
<td>Kaye Kuhfeld, IN</td>
<td>CA</td>
<td>83.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>547.6</td>
<td>Toni Bevelock, CA</td>
<td>CA</td>
<td>83.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>547.6</td>
<td>Molly O'Brien, PA</td>
<td>CA</td>
<td>68.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>540.0</td>
<td>Chris Evon, CA</td>
<td>CA</td>
<td>43.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>510.9</td>
<td>Caryn McKinney, GA</td>
<td>CA</td>
<td>43.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>480.0</td>
<td>Ellen Crawford, NY</td>
<td>CA</td>
<td>43.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>431.8</td>
<td>Robin Levine, CA</td>
<td>CA</td>
<td>43.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>425.0</td>
<td>Laura Fenton, NE</td>
<td>CA</td>
<td>43.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>400.0</td>
<td>Cheryl Gudinas, IL</td>
<td>CA</td>
<td>26.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>315.5</td>
<td>Robin Whitmire, GA</td>
<td>CA</td>
<td>20.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>250.0</td>
<td>Cindy Doyle, FL</td>
<td>CA</td>
<td>20.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>210.2</td>
<td>Marcy Lynch, PA</td>
<td>CA</td>
<td>20.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>204.5</td>
<td>Lorraine Galloway, NY</td>
<td>CA</td>
<td>20.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>172.6</td>
<td>Jennifer Risch, TX</td>
<td>CA</td>
<td>20.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>166.7</td>
<td>Kim Machiran, MO</td>
<td>CA</td>
<td>20.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>160.0</td>
<td>Karen Key, CA</td>
<td>CA</td>
<td>20.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>160.0</td>
<td>Janet Myers, NC</td>
<td>CA</td>
<td>20.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23</td>
<td>156.3</td>
<td>Tanya Spangler, CA</td>
<td>CA</td>
<td>20.8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Vincent Fitness Products**

*Owned & Operated By Racquetball Tournament Players since 1977.*

We know the game and its products. Call us for your color catalog.

For all your Pro Shop Supplies we offer:

- **Racquets By:** Ektelon, Spalding, Transition, Pro-Kennex, Head
- **Shoes By:** Ektelon, Reebok, Avia, Head
- **Eyewear By:** Ektelon, Pro-Kennex, Spalding

**Accessories:**
Complete line from all companies.

**Racquet Demo Programs Available**
Same day Shipping (we will ship anywhere in the world).

**ORDER TOLL FREE**
1-800-241-1136
1-404-442-9486 • Fax: 1-404-442-9710
169 Craemer Dr. Alpharetta, GA 30201
Hours: Mon. - Fri. - 9:00am - 5:00pm Est.
People to meet and talk with the players throughout the weekend.

The WPRA has recently added an "entry level" tournament to its tour schedule. These events allow tournament directors and club owners to have most of the top players competing at their club with less financial responsibility. If you are interested in finding out more about what it takes to bring the pros to your area please call Chris Evon at 619/563-6313 or Molly O'Brien at 215/723-7356.

Each WPRA stop is complemented by a full amateur draw. A free Penn clinic by one of the pros is provided for all participants before the tournament begins. There are also many opportunities for people to meet and talk with the players throughout the weekend.

If all credit cards are alike... why aren't they promoting the sport of racquetball?

Every time you use your AARA MasterCard® cards to make a purchase, MBNA America® will make a donation to AARA at no additional cost to you! The cards also display the AARA logo, identifying you as a member every time you use them!

The bottom line.
Apply now and you'll receive following benefits:
- A free can of balls with your approved account
- 10% discount on all national tournament entry fees
- 10% discount on all AARA catalog and video purchases

We feel the AARA MasterCards are far superior to just about any other cards you may carry. Here are some additional benefits you'll receive:
- No annual fee the first year... just $40 for the Gold card, $20 for the Onyx card each year thereafter!
- A higher line of credit, up to $50,000
- Unmatched travel benefits including up to $1,000,000 in Common Carrier Travel Accident Insurance* with the Gold card, $300,000 with the Onyx card
- Worldwide acceptance at over 9 million locations.

*Certain restrictions apply to these benefits. The summary of credit card benefits accompanying the credit card Premium Access Checks® describes coverage terms, conditions and limitations. MBNA America® and Premium Access Checks® are federally registered Service Marks of MBNA America Bank, N.A. The account is issued and administered by MBNA America Bank, N.A. MasterCard® is a federally registered Service Mark of MasterCard International, Inc., used pursuant to license.

Apply Today!
24 hours a day, 7 days a week
1-800-847-7378, ext. 5000
Be sure to use the priority code when calling: KVUK.
OCTOBER

October 1
Connecticut Open
Downtown Health & Racquet Club
New Haven, CT — 203/248-6634

Pony Express
Charlotte Racquet & Health Club
Charlotte, NC — 704/521-8048

Solano Open
Solano Athletic Club
Fairfield, CA — 707/429-4363

Special K Racquetball Series #1
Sawmill Athletic Club
Chesterland, OH — 216/729-8032

The Warren Open
Racquet Club of Warren
Warren, NJ — 201/444-0659

Top Gun Tournament 4-Wall
Indian River Community College
Pt. Pierce, FL — 407/562-9830

Virginia State Doubles
Skyline Clubs @ Crystal Gateway
Arlington, VA — 703/756-8623

October 2
Minnesota State Doubles
Hiway 100 North France Club
Brooklyn Center, MN

ARCC Racquetball Tournament
Mount St. Mary's College
Emmitsburg, MD — 301/447-5290

Cool Cucumber
LakeLand YMCA
LakeLand, FL — 813/644-3528

Coors Light Series #2
Gene Weiss Racquettime
Powell, OH — 614/548-4188

Fall Valley Championships
Merced Sports Club
Merced, CA — 209/722-3988

Hurricane Classic
Courts Plus
Jacksonville, NC — 919/346-3446

Octoberfest Open
Auburn Courthouse & Athletic Club
Auburn, CA — 916/885-1964

Pomona Valley Open
The Claremont Club
Claremont, CA — 909/625-6791

1st Annual Easter Seals Tournament
Racquetpower
Jacksonville, FL — 904/268-8888

Regional Doubles
Noblesville Athletic Club
Noblesville, IN — 317/776-0224

October 14
Chancellors Fall Classic III
Chancellors Racquet & Fit.
Houston, TX — 713/772-9955

October 15
Apple Open
Spa Fitness Center
Watsonville, CA — 408/722-3895

Atlanta Classic Cars Challenge
Concourse Atlanta Club
Atlanta, GA — 404/698-2000

Capital City Open
Fitness USA
Raleigh, NC — 919/832-5595

Coors Light Series #3
Heights Health & Racquet Club
Powell, OH — 614/949-4188

Fall Classic
Charlotte YMCA
Charlotte, NC — 704/333-7773

La Mesa Open
La Mesa Racquetball
La Mesa, CA — 619/453-3593

RWFC Fall Racquetball Classic
Riverside Wellness & Fitness
Midlothian, VA — 804/794-6888

Unled Cerebral Palsy Open
Butler Racquet Club
Butler, PA — 412/285-5775

Women's Only Tournament
Sportset Syosset
Syosset, NY — 516/496-3100

New Jersey State Doubles
Major League Fitness
Waldwick, NJ — 201/444-0859

October 16
Juniors Only Classic
Racquets Four
Indianapolis, IN — 317/783-5411

Metro Regional Doubles
Wantaugh Health & Racquet
Wantaugh, NY — 516/360-0979

October 20
Ektelon - AARA U.S.
National Doubles
City Square Athletic Club
Phoenix, AZ

October 22
Cardiology Open Heart Classic
Summit City Court Club
Fl. Wayne, IN — 219/485-1671

Fall Racquetfest at Wastridge YMCA
Rocky Mountain, NC
919/443-9951

Ghostry Gathering
Parma Courts
Parma, OH — 216/888-9993

October Fest
Orlando Fitness & Racquet Club
Orlando, FL — 407/645-3550

Thunderbolt Classic
Dan Gamel's
Fresno, CA — 209/227-8405

Waycross Open
Waycross Athletic Club
Cincinnati, OH — 513/742-1700

October 29
Coca Halloween Open
Coca Court Club
Hershey, PA — 717/533-4554

Gastonia Open
Gastonia YMCA
Gastonia, NC — 704/865-8551

Halloween Open
Imagine Health, Nutrition & Fitness
Waterbury, CT

Indiana Women's Classic
Shelby County Athletic Club
Shelbyville, IN — 317/697-5481

Nassau-Suffolk Open
Royal Racquetball Club
Coram, NY — 516/732-5500

Spoookout Open
Sawmill Athletic Club
Columbus, OH — 614/889-7698

The Great Pumpkin Open
Midtown Athletic Club
Sacramento, CA — 916/441-2977

October 30
CARA Juniors Tour
The Tournament House
Riverside, CA — 909/682-7511
**NOVEMBER**

**November 3**  
Baltimore Open & VCI/IRT  
Memphis Athletic Club - Security  
Baltimore, MD — 410/355-4050

**November 5**  
Down East Classic  
Greenwood Athletic Club  
Greenville, NC  
919/756-9175

Ernie Pain Open  
Nautilus Plus  
Erin, PA — 814/868-0072

Falcon Fall Classic  
Falcon Complex  
South Bend, IN — 574/945-8977

**November 12**  
Cross Court Open  
Cross Court Athletic Club  
Woodland, CA — 916/666-1319

Hy-Miler Open  
Baywinds Athletic Club  
Sandusky, OH — 419/626-6250

Kernal Classic  
The Fitness Barn  
Valparaiso, IN — 219/762-3191

Marty Hogan Racquetball Classic  
Continental Athletic Club  
Powell, OH — 614/548-4188

Metro Open  
Metro Sport Athletic Club  
Durham, NC — 919/286-7529

Turkey Classic  
Modesto Court Room  
Modesto, CA — 209/577-1060

14th Annual Kiwisan Classic  
Sarasota YMCA  
Sarasota, FL

17th Annual Long Island Open  
Sportset Clubs, Syosset & RVC  
Smithtown, NY — 516/390-0979

5th Annual Rich Wagner Splat Shoot  
Tournament House R/B/F Club  
Riverside, CA — 909/682-7511

**November 19**  
La Jolla Open  
La Jolla YMCA  
La Jolla, CA — 619/453-3583

Olive Garden Racquetball Classic  
Tri-State Athletic Club  
Evansville, IN — 812/479-3111

Feminiar Holiday Classic  
The Pennbriar  
Erie, PA — 814/825-8111

ProKenne Classic Doubles Series  
Fremont Schooners  
Fremont, CA — 415/668-7970

The Garden State Open  
Westwood R/B & Nautilus Center  
Westwood, NJ — 201/444-0859

Turkey Open  
Night @ Enfield  
Enfield, CT — 203/248-6634

**December**

December 2  
Holiday Classic  
Southern Athletic Club  
Liburn, GA — 404/923-5400

13th Annual Freezeout  
Auburn YMCA  
Auburn, NY — 315/255-1242

December 3  
CincinnatI City Doubles  
Mid-Town Athletic Club  
Cincinnati, OH — 513/351-3000

Holiday Invitational  
Mariner Square Athletic Club  
Alamada, CA — 510/323-8011

Holiday Magic Tournament  
Westerville Athletic Club  
Westerville, OH — 614/882-7331

Lakeview Open  
Allentown R/B Club  
Allentown, PA — 215/821-1300

SeminoIe County 4 Wall Regional  
Sandlando Park  
Altamonte Springs, FL — 407/869-5966

Tarheel Classic  
Omni Sports Club  
Winston Salem, NC — 919/760-3663

**OCTOBER 20-24**  
Ektelon U.S. National Doubles  
NEW SITE: Phoenix, Arizona

**DECEMBER 18-22**  
IRF World Junior Championships  
Jacksonville, Florida

1994  
U.S. National Women's Senior/Master Invitational  
Jacksonville, Florida

**JANUARY 28-29**  
U.S. National Masters Singles Invitational  
Las Vegas, Nevada

**FEBRUARY 01-05**

The U.S. Olympic Committee Travel Desk and United Airlines join the AARA in offering the lowest airfares to national events. United offers you 5% off any published United fare, regardless of cost. To take advantage of the program, make your reservations by calling 1-800-521-4041 (daily between 8:30 am and 8:00 pm EST) and use the special AARA conference account number 529WW.
ENTRY FORM

Please Print . . .

Name ____________________________________________

Address__________________________________________

City __________________________________ State _________

Country _______________ Zip ______________

Phone (Day) ____________________________ (Evening) ______________

Birthdate ____________________________ Age ______________

Partner's Name ______________________________________

I need a doubles partner. National Ranking _________________________

Division in National Championships ____________ Finish _______

Other Seeding Information ___________________________________

Entries are limited to two (2) divisions.

WAIVER — I hereby, for myself, my heirs, executors, and
administrators, waive and release any and all rights and
claims that I may have against the IRF, Racquetpower Health & Fitness, event sponsors or their respective agents for any
and all injuries. By registering to compete in this event, I
consent to be subject to drug testing as administered accord­
ing to the IRF/USOC guidelines.

PARTICIPANT SIGNATURE & DATE

LIABILITY — I agree to be liable for all costs for damages
for which my child is responsible and to pay for all costs
arising from any disciplinary action imposed as stated in the
Junior Code of Conduct, as adopted by the IRF.

MAIL COMPLETED ENTRY AND FEES TO:
IRF WORLD JUNIOR CHAMPIONSHIPS
1685 WEST UINTAH
COLORADO SPRINGS, COLORADO 80904-2921

ENTRIES MUST BE RECEIVED BY DECEMBER 3

ENTRY FEES AND PAYMENT

First event $45.00
Second event $25.00
AARA Membership fee $15.00
TOTAL DUE $_________ ___________

Make checks payable to RACQUETPOWER.
Entry form is not complete, nor is entry accepted,
unless check for correct amount is enclosed and
all information is provided.

Parent/Guardian Signature & Date
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PLAYING SMART

EKTELEON'S TOP PROS AND AMATEURS TALK RACQUETBALL

Doubles — it’s a whole new ball game! Whether you’ve competed in doubles for a while, or just thinking about starting, here are some tips from three Team Ektelon defending National Doubles Champions — long-time doubles champion Bill Sell of Huntington Beach, California, and the Jacksonville, Florida team of Mary Lyons and Susan Pfahler.

WINNING DOUBLES TIPS

By Bill Sell
1992 Ektelon AARA Men’s Doubles Champion

Left-hander Bill Sell began collecting doubles titles with Brian Hawkes, beginning with Tournament of the Americas and national doubles wins in 1988 and an intercollegiate win in 1989. His win at last year’s national doubles, with Joel Bonnett, is the most recent in a series of victories. A three-time U.S. Olympic Festival medalist, and impressive singles competitor as well, Bill is undoubtedly one of the best left side doubles players in racquetball today.

Movement
There is a tremendous amount of movement in doubles. Playing front to back (as opposed to singles, which is usually side to side) you can avoid getting in the way of your partner or your opponents, and you’ll always be on your toes as you constantly jockey for position on the court.

If your partner is around the service box, they are responsible for shots left up in the front part of the court, and anything hit down their line. This leaves you roaming around the back part of the court, covering any shots that might get by your partner. Whoever is up front should feel comfortable letting the ball go by, knowing that their back is covered.

Shot Selection
Wide angle passes, pinches and reverse pinches are staple shots in doubles. The key to shot selection is dependent upon the team you are playing. Determine the type of players you’re competing against, and base your strategy accordingly.

For instance, a doubles team usually consists of one quick and explosive player, and a steady, consistent player. The quick player prefers to play the front, while the partner covers the back court. Hit shots that will reverse your opponents’ comfort zones, such as shots that force the quick player to play deep, and shots that force the slower, steady player to come forward.

Finding a Partner
The key to a good doubles team is to have a broad, all-around game style. Find a partner who complements your game, so that between the two of you, you become one solid team with no weaknesses. If you’re the type of player who
### Tournament Easy Software

Do you run tournaments? Get much better results in 1/6th of the time. Used for hundreds of state, regional, club and pro-stop tournaments. No-conflict scheduling through finals, complete draw sheets, great reports. Satisfaction guaranteed. Also software for challenge ladders, rankings, leagues. WIN SPORTS: 714-894-8161.

### Excess Computer Inventory?

The AARA is seeking donations of personal computer systems for text processing and clerical functions. If you are interested in making a tax deductible gift of excess inventory, please contact Linda Mojer at 719/635-5396.

### Wheelchair Instructional Video

The National Wheelchair Racquetball Association (NWRA) offers an instructional videotape for wheelchair racquetball for $45.00 (shipping and handling included). To order, send check or money order to Geno Bonetti, NWRA President, at the Greater Pittsburgh Rehab Hospital, 2380 McGinley Road, Monroeville, PA 15146, or call 412/856-2400 for more information on ordering.

---

**Communication**

Verbal communication is essential — yelling “mine” or “yours” during a brisk rally is crucial so that there are no mix-ups as to who will take the shot. But being verbal goes beyond the cues shouted during a rally.

It's also important to talk to your partner between rallies. Keep each other clued in to what's going on with your opponents. If the player on my side is constantly taking position in front of me, my partner needs to know that so he can take advantage of this. If I notice a tendency for an opponent to hit a specific shot off a forehand setup, I will tell my partner so we can be ready for that particular shot. The more information you share with each other, the better you will be as a team.

**Rely on Instinct**

Above all, playing doubles requires that you and your partner count on instinct for your best performance. A well-oiled doubles team is wonderful to watch. They move together as one mind, covering shots for each other, seemingly knowing what the other is going to do before it actually happens. This usually occurs when two people have been partners for a long time, but the more you verbally communicate with your partner, the quicker this melding of the minds takes place.

**Practice, practice, practice**

The more you get to know how your partner thinks and reacts, the quicker you will become an instinctual team. But keep in mind that doubles racquetball is a whole different ball game — you must practice court positioning, front and back movement, even different shot selection if you're going to win.
HOW TO BE MORE EFFECTIVE IN DOUBLES

By Mary Lyons and Susan Pfahler
1992 Ektelon AARA Women's Doubles Champions

Ektelon-sponsored Mary Lyons and Susan Pfahler have competed as a doubles team for over ten years. Their unique style of play has helped them win a number of major racquetball tournaments, including last year's national doubles championships and the 1993 Tournament of the Americas title.

Effective doubles play requires that both players be...

...Willing to communicate
Partners should be prepared to work at becoming good communicators both on and off the court. Discussing feelings of excitement, anger and dread are as important as discussing pre-match serving and game strategies.

...Either an effective Leader or Follower
Partners must be ready to accept the role of leader and at other times must be prepared to be the listener. Partners must know each other and know when to take the lead and also know when to listen to advice from a more experienced partner.

...Motivator
Players must know their partners and know when and how to motivate them in difficult situations. If a player can "push the right button," their partners can rise and play up to their potential. Remaining positive in even the most difficult situations is the best way to motivate your partner.

...Adaptable
In some situations, the agreed-upon game plan fails for some reason. Good doubles play requires that both partners be willing to accept that "Plan A" isn't working and develop and implement "Plan B" and "Plan C" if necessary. Partners should discuss alternatives prior to each match and use time outs and breaks between games to quickly discuss and implement changes.

...Trusting
Doubles partners should work to develop a trust between each other so that in a difficult situation the players can trust that their partner will be there for them, whether it is to retrieve a shot or to help them stay focused and motivated during a match. Partners must trust that they will not be blamed for missing a shot or losing a match. Remember, when you're playing doubles you win as a team and you lose as a team.

Serving in Doubles
Prior to a match, partners should discuss serving strategies. Most players have some weakness and it is often best exploited on the return of serve. An effective serve in doubles can make the difference between winning and losing.

Deciding what to serve is not always simple. Obvious weaknesses should always be targeted, but when entering a match against unknown opponents it is a good idea to begin with a variety of serves —
Doug Ganim

EVEL's

presents

America's
Most Wanted
Racquetball Camps

Learn Today's Power Game from America's Top Pros

• Men, Women & Juniors of All Abilities (Beginner to Advanced).
• One on One Instruction with the World's Best Players.
• Videotape Analysis.
• Camps Limited so Sign-up in Advance!
• Great for Instructors; Learn New Updated Teaching Techniques.

• Hours: Sat.-Sun. 10am - 4pm

Location: 
Burlingame, CA (Northern CA)
Royal Athletic Club
Instructors: 
Doug Ganim, Ruben Gonzalez

Dates: 
Sept. 25-26
415-692-3300
Newman/Gonzalez

Location: 
Bowling Green, KY
Lover's Lane Racquet & Sports Center

Instructors:
Newman/Gonzalez

Dates: 
Oct. 23-24
608-274-5080
Newman/Gonzalez

Location: 
Memphis, TN
Wimbledon Sportsplex

Instructors: 

Dates: 
Sept. 25-26
901-388-6580
Roberts/Ganim

Location: 
Madison, WI
Supreme Health & Fitness

Instructors:

Dates: 
Oct. 9-10
502-782-2810
Newman/Gonzalez

Location: 
Kansas City, MO
All-American Fitness

Instructors: 

Dates: 
Nov. 20-21
301-258-0661
Newman/Gonzalez

Location: 
Gaithersburg, MD
Athletic Express

Instructors:

Dates: 
Nov. 20-21
301-258-0661
Newman/Gonzalez

COMING SOON!
"America's Most Wanted"
Instructional Videotape
Featuring the World's Best Players
CALL TO ORDER NOW!
from the producers who brought racquetball to ESPN

VISA OR MASTERCARD welcomed. PHONE: 1-800-ROLLOUT
mixing drive, lob, half-lob and Z serves — to find out what works best. Once a weakness is found, service variations that play to it can put you ahead of the game.

Starting with a lob serve will answer several questions about your opponents’ game. Are they aggressive and short-hop the serve or cut the ball off in the air? An overly aggressive player may be vulnerable to the lure of the half-lob. If an opponent lets the lob go you can see how effective their passes or ceiling balls are. If they let a hard lob serve come off the back wall you can see what they will be likely to do with balls coming off the back walls. Remember that the first few points can be critical in formulating your game plan.

The hard Z serve is a popular doubles serve which can test your opponents’ teamwork and footwork. The Z can pin your opponent in the corner, cause the overly aggressive player to rush the shot, and often forces partners to get tangled up and lose confidence in each other. When used as a jam (front wall to side wall, right at the players), it can stop them dead in their tracks, confuse them, and force a low percentage shot.

As most racquetball players have seen, games can be won with a drive serve alone, but in doubles, the drive is not nearly as effective as a pure “point winner.” When using the drive serve, it is not advisable to serve to your partner’s side of the court as you will not only be leaving them very vulnerable to being hit but you will also be left to cover a much larger portion of the court than is physically possible or advisable for good doubles play.

Doubles teams must develop an assortment of serves which, when used correctly, will neutralize an opposing team’s strengths and reveal their weaknesses. Once a weakness is found, capitalize on it. Serve it over and over again. Slight variations in height, speed and angle can keep an opponent guessing.

**Positioning and Shot Selection**

Doubles teams usually find themselves facing opponents in one of two basic formations — up and back, or side to side. Your shot selection should vary depending upon which formation you choose for yourself and the one used by your opponents.

**Side by Side**

When playing against a basic side by side formation, players should use a variety of passes and ceiling balls to move opponents out of center court. This will gain the advantage of center court position where a left up pinch or kill shot can turn into a high percentage re-kill and point scoring opportunity. Be patient and wait for that high percentage shot.

**Up and Back**

When playing against a doubles team which is using the less conventional “up and back” formation, ceiling balls and passes which keep the “back” player running from side to side an put the “up” player to sleep, tire out the “back” player and often create confusion between the two. Attempting pinches and splat shots from the back court will play into your opponents’ game plan giving the “up” player an easy set up and no matter how tempting, should be avoided. The key to playing the “up and back” team is patience; be selective and accept that there will not be very many short rallies.

Good doubles play can be a lot of fun, so find a good partner and start enjoying yourself!
### MEN's OPEN
1. John Ellis, CA  
2. Michael Bronfeid, CA  
3. Jimmy Lowe, KY  
4. Doug Ganin, OH  
5. Todd O’Neil, TX  
6T. Dan Fowler, MD  
6T. Dan Ucarras, DE  
8. Scott Reiff, TN  
9. Randy Orton, ME  
10. Tim Hansen, FL

### MEN's A
1. Steve Kalal, IL  
2. Bryan Stanley, TX  
3. Eric Harper, FL  
4. Scott Grunin, MA  
5. Thomas Evans, TX  
6T. Rick DeCrosto, CA  
6T. Brad Jackson, WA  
8. David Munilo, CA  
9. Tim Yeeviick, FL  
10. Peter Appel, NY

### MEN's B
1. Shishir Mohan, NJ  
2. Mike Petrini, CA  
3. Gabe Goss, NM  
4. David Cifelli, ND  
5. Vic Horton, MA  
6. Walt Charlton, OK  
7. Wally Miller, TN  
8. Sal Acosta, TX  
9. Randy Krantz, UT  
10. Vern Schmitz, NY

### MEN's C
1. Jim Conlon, NY  
2. Lawrence Flores, TX  
3. Steve Barnhouse, NM  
4. David Bartscher, NE  
5T. Clint Ashby, OK  
5T. John Smith, IN  
6T. Jung Chandrickson, CA  
6. David Smith, GA  
9. Todd Haynes, AR  
10. Mike Ginn, NC

### MEN's D
1. Mike Walsh, NJ  
2. David Kwsten, TN  
3. Dan Ames, NJ  
4. Rhett Collins, TX  
5. Jordan Fought, NM  
6. Noel Farmer, CA  
7. Preston Gaster, NC  
8T. Bruce Pietusch, UT  
8T. Steve Williams, UT  
10. Bill Morrell, CT

### MEN's NOVICE
1. Craig Bradford, MA  
2T. Pierser Buller, NY  
2T. Tom Camiello, NY  
2T. Frank Dropanza, FL

### MEN's 19+
1T. Jeff Evans, WA  
1T. Tim Sweeney, IL  
3. Brian Fradenburg, TX  
4. Grant Giles, GA  
5. Jeff Stark, CA  
6. Jason Tommer, FL  
7. Adam Anderson, UT  
8. David Hunter, TN  
9. Matt Fontana, FL  
10. Joel Bonnett, MI

### MEN's 25+
1. Chris Wright, MO  
2. Dave Cardillo, NY  
3. Jim Hamilton, MI  
4. Ron Hendren, MD  
5. Brad McCunniff, IA  
6. Jim Jeffers, IL  
7T. Tony Bosco, CO  
7T. Alan Sheppard, NC  
9. John Negrete, FL  
10. John Davis, LA

### MEN's 30+
1. Jimmy Lowe, KY  
2. Armando Alonso, FL  
3T. Rob Franch, IA  
3T. Scott Worley, MI  
5. Bill Lyman, IL  
6T. John Mack, CA  
6T. Bill Gerfin, CA  
8T. Chuck Muller, GA  
8T. Kevin Thiessen, AR  
10. Mike Anderson, MI

### MEN's 35+
1. Scott Worley, MI  
2. Dane Crisp, TX  
3. Jim Young, PA  
4. Mitch Smith, PA  
5. Dave Peck, TX  
6. Howard Walker, TX  
7T. Bobby Corcoran, AZ  
7T. Kelly Todd, OH  
9. Robin Dixon, CA  
10. Rick Lanea, NJ

### MEN's 40+
1. Tom Travers, OH  
2. Walter Mccabe, TN  
3. Jim Bailey, VA  
4. Gary Mazarooff, NM  
5. Glen Withrow, MN  
6. Rick Snowberger, PA  
7T. Stu Hastings, MI  
7T. Dava Kovanda, OH  
7T. Mike Robinson, TX  
10. Steve Chapman, FL

### MEN's 45+
1. Bill Wolfe, NY  
2. Bob Gravelin, MI  
3. Jay Schwartz, FL  
4. Johnny Hennessy, TN  
5. Ray Huss, OH  
6. Paul Redelmeier, TN  
7. Jim Winton, NY  
8T. Sam Lemon, TX  
8T. Craig Olsen, NE  
10. Jack Crouther, CA

### MEN's 50+
1. Ron Johnson, IL  
2. Jerry Davis, OH  
3. Ron Gabbreath, PA  
4T. Tom Chodoch, TX  
4T. Brad Parks, CA  
6T. Charlie Garfinkel, NY  
6T. Fred Letter, NJ  
8. Jim Pratt, PA  
9. Jim McPherson, OK  
10. Jerry Rand, FL

### MEN's 55+
1. Rex Lawler, IN  
2. Dario Mas, DE  
3. Art Johnson, CO  
4. Paul Banales, AZ  
5. Ron Adams, CA  
6T. Louis Baron, NY  
6T. Ron Rainey, WI  
8T. Russ Bates, CA  
8T. Hank Gates, CA  
9. Ken Moore, CA

### MEN's 75+
1. Allen C. Shephard, MD  
2. Luzail Wilde, UT  
3. Jack Daly, VA  
4T. Fred Falkon, TX  
4T. Andy Trozzi, AZ  
6T. Ed Hagan, AZ  
6T. Charles Russel, CA  
7T. George Drake, MN  
8T. Ralph Greco, FL  
8T. Sol Kay, NY

### WOMEN's NOVICE
1. Jan Nick, LA  
2. Mike Korb, CA  
3. Stevi Mcderived, UT  
4. Betsy Winterton, CA  
5. Nancy Walden, VA  
6. Robin Levine, CA

### WOMEN's 19+
1. Elaine Hooghe, GA  
2. Ellen Crawler, NY  
3. Beth Green, CO  
4. Rachel Gellman, NM  
5. Lorraine Galloway, WA  
6T. Lynne Coburn, MD  
6T. Michelle Gould, ID  
6T. Tanya Spangler, CA  
9. Molly O'Brien, PA  
10. Robin Levine, CA

### WOMEN's OPEN
1. Grace Hastings, TX  
2. Bridget Barron, TX  
3. Claudia Andrade, FL  
4T. Rita Flemm, IL  
4T. Jessi Slaughter, SC  
6. Helen Thomas, NJ  
7. Kim Brady, MA  
8. Jessica Rogers, TX  
9. Sue Patterson, GA  
10. Mary Kocz, CA

### WOMEN's A
1. Laura Brandt, CA  
2. Cherry Gistand, TX  
3. Karen Green, MI  
4. Jan Nick, LA  
5. Shelley Jaffers, AR  
6. Pat Harder, CA  
7. Manol McCollare, CA  
8. Candy Masson, CA  
9. Sherry Fahey, NY  
10. Laurie O'Donnell, FL

### WOMEN's B
1. Teresa Buck, AR  
2. Martha Allen, NM  
3. Krista Moyle, NE  
4T. Nancy Page, FL  
4T. Barbie Wilson, CA  
6. Cherri Prickett, AR  
7. Laura Natasha, NY  
8. Judy Cummings, NC  
9. Karla McVey, CA  
10. Paula Burns, CA
NATIONAL RANKINGS

WOMEN'S D
1. Teresa Plaza, OH
2. Erin Burns, NM
3. Bobbie Ross, NC
4. Virginia Corcoran, MA
5. Jen Maynard, NY
6. Jean Staley, IL
7. Jana Moore, AR
8. Sharlene Henry, FL
9. Barbara Limehouse, SC
10. Liz Bonachea, FL

WOMEN'S NOVICE
1. Starr Welty, NM
2. Kim Garrett, MA
3. Camille Hatcher, FL
4. Chris Levitt, RI
5. Jenn Sulim, NY
6. Rosa Sanchez, NM
7. Rita Flynn, MD
8. Ana Barraca, NY
9. Julia Gifford, NY
10. Jane Gray, DE

WOMEN'S 19+
1. Rachel Gellman, NM
2. Amy Kilbane, OH
3. Cheryl Gudinas, IL
4. Tanya Spangler, CA
5. Ellen Crawford, NY
6. Renee Lockey, CA
7. Heather Dunn, FL
8. Lorraine Galloway, NY
9. Diane Gronkiewicz, IN
10. Tracy Watson, TN

WOMEN'S 25+
1. Lorraine Galloway, NY
2. Rhonda Pannell, TN
3. Megan O'Malley, IL
4. Karsten Hallander, FL
5. Debra Bryant, NC
6. Julie Decker, FL
7. Kelli Peiler, FL
8. Naomi Morgan, TX
9. Tina Churchill, TN
10. Donna Belding, CO

WOMEN'S 30+
1. B.J. Etchells, CT
2. Laura Fenton, NE
3. Mary Bickley, PA
4. Janet Tyler, FL
5. Karin Sobotta, OH
6. Peggy Ludwig, OH
7. Tracey Smith, TN
8. Manuela Walsh, UT
9. Mary Lyons, FL
10. Shawn Williams, CO

WOMEN'S 35+
1. Peggy Ludwig, OH
2. Susan Morgan-Flaher, FL
3. Val Shawfelt, UT
4. Roz Petronelli, MA
5. Laura Patterson, MI
6. Mary Shaffer, VA
7. Cindy Tilbury, MN
8. Vicki Hillard, TN
9. Linda Moore, NE
10. Laurel Davis, IL

WOMEN'S 40+
1. Gari Stoffregen, OH
2. Dorothee Buchanan, UT
3. Janell Marriot, RI
4. Willie Grover, GA
5. Janet Myers, NC
6. Julie Jacobson, WI
7. Joanne Pomodoro, MD
8. Shelley Ogden, OH
9. Jean Tull, VA
10. Agatha Falo, FL

WOMEN'S 45+
1. Agatha Falo, FL
2. Linda Miller, IN
3. B. Powell, IL
4. June Roggs, TN
5. Kendra Tutsch, WI
6. Bethill, MD
7. Marjana Kelley, CA
8. Karen Sanfilippo, NJ
9. Paula Sperling, NM
10. Gari Stoffregen, OH

WOMEN'S 50+
1. Mirked Gwin, NC
2. Sharon-Hastings-Welty, OR
3. Sylvia Sawyer, UT
4. Pauline Kelly, IL
5. Jean Tull, VA
6. Jo Kenyon, FL
7. Mary Williamscheidt, MN
8. Nicia Funes, CA
9. Kathy Mueller, MN
10. Nancy Loomis, VA

WOMEN'S 55+
1. Jo Kenyon, FL
2. Kathy Mueller, MN
3. Joanna Rada, PA
4. Marion Crawford, NY
5. Jean Tull, VA
6. Helen Dunsmore, ID
7. Mary Walker, CA
8. Susan Embry, CA
9. Marilyn Brandt, LA
10. Cleota Ching, PA

WOMEN'S 60+
1. Lola Markus, IL
2. Jo Kenyon, FL
3. B.G. Raleigh, TN
4. Judy Fatheron, NM
5. Mary Low Acuff, NC
6. Phyllis Melody, ND
7. Reta Hurting, WI
8. Joan Keie, AR
9. Rita Turner, FL
10. Sally Pohl, MN

WOMEN'S 70+
1. Mary Low Acuff, NC
2. Pete Jones, CT
2T. Eleanor Quackenbush, OR
4. Zelda Friedland, NM

WOMEN'S 80+
1. Zelda Friedland, NM

BOYS

BOYS & UNDER
1. Brandon Showmaker, OH
2. Jack Hussak, MI
2T. Steve Klassen, TX
4. Jon Helmer, OR
5. Ben Weaver, AL
6. Jim Gooden, TX
7. Ryan James, WI
7T. Geoffrey Mora, CA
9. Chris Mayer, OR
10. Evan Hongsfeld, TX

MULTIBOUNCE
1. Brandon Showmaker, OH
2. Evan Hongsfeld, TX
3T. Steve Klassen, TX
3T. Matthew Schulman, FL
4T. Clay Burns, FL
5T. Ryan James, WI
7T. Jon Helmer, OR
7T. Tyler Hollingsworth, OR
7T. John Miller, FL
7T. Brent Schulenberg, MN

BOYS 10-
1. Jack Hussak, MI
2. Jim Gooden, TX
3. Shane Vanderson, OR
4. Matt Crawford, OR
5T. Paul Heathman, FL
5T. Juan Martinez, IL
6T. Dan Thompson, WI
8T. Adam Marmurek, AL
8T. Richie Williamson, FL
10. Adam Taylor, IN

BOYS 12-
1. Gabe Gose, NM
2. Jeffrey Garner, AL
3. Shane Vanderson, OR
4. Ryan Staton, KS
5. Willie Tilton, CO
6. Brandon Friend, NY
7. Jason Jansen, ND
7T. Seth Taylor, IN
9T. Justin Carey, NY
9T. David Liakos, NE

WOMEN'S 70+
1. Mary Low Acuff, NC
2. Pete Jones, CT
2T. Eleanor Quackenbush, OR
4. Zelda Friedland, NM

WOMEN'S 80+
1. Zelda Friedland, NM

GIRLS

GIRLS 8 & UNDER
1. Molly Law, CO
2. Kim Irms, OR
3. Kimberly Markins, AZ
4. Jeni Fuller, NM
5. Leslie Luna, NM
6. Jesi Fuller, NM
7. Melissa Jones, FL
8. Nicole Stelakete, IN
9. Kharis Williams, NM

MULTIBOUNCE
1. Melissa Jones, FL
2. Kimberly Irms, OH
3. Kimberly Markins, AZ
4. Molly Law, CO
5. Jesi Fuller, NM
6T. Leslie Luna, NM
6T. Feliciana Moreno, WI
7T. Jeni Fuller, NM
8. Suzy Corgiat, CA
10. Ashley Mora, CA

WOMEN'S 80+
1. Linda Moore, NE
2. Laurel Davis, IL
3. Brooke Crawford, OR
4. Kristen Walsh, UT
5. Katie Gould, MO
6. Sharon Lacher, MD
7T. Brittany Morris, AL
7T. Katie Thompson, WI
9. Megan Bals, NE
10. Eve Bateman, PA

GIRLS 14-
1. Vanessa Tula, TN
2. Rhonda Rajsich, AZ
3T. Malisa Boyd, UT
3T. Erin Frost, OR
3T. Sade Cross, MN
3T. Debra Dean, FL
3T. Katie Gould, MO
6T. Bobbie Ross, NC
9. Colleen Maginn, WI
10. Ern Burns, NM

GIRLS 15-
1. Shannon Feaster, DC
2. Sade Cross, MN
3. Debra Dean, FL
4. Tammy Brockbank, ID
5T. Erin Burns, NM
5T. Andrea Luque, GA
5T. Kari Rogers, WI
8T. Adrienne Bennett, DE
8T. Andrea Beugen, MN
9T. Melissa Boyd, UT

GIRLS 18-
1. Kent Stoffregen, OH
2. Tammy Brockbank, ID
3. Elkhorn Iosnagle, CA
4T. Andrea Beugen, MN
4T. Jenny Meyer, CO
6T. Kristy Hall, NC
6T. Stephanie Tomney, MA
8T. Mindy Dun, IN
9T. Shannon Feaster, DC
10. Rachel Gellman, NM

WHEEL CHAIR

WHEELCHAIR OPEN
1. Chip Parnell, CA
2. Gary Baker, IN
3. David Kiley, CA
4. Les Gonsline, WI
5. Steve Kuatak, MA
6. Audea Komp, IN
7. Marc Fenn, IN
8T. Wayne Dale, WI
8T. George Norton, MA
10. Tom Boscoe, MA

DEAF

1. Victor Solano, FL
2. Don Parrish, FL
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CHOOSE YOUR WEAPON!
PAR TIP: PLAY THE BALL, NOT YOUR OPPONENT

By Fran Davis
Assistant Coach, U.S. National Team

In the last issue I introduced a very important message about the mental part of the game ... “Don’t Sit on a Big Lead!” I discussed in detail how many players jump out to a big lead but eventually end up losing the match. The philosophy I talked about was “Don’t change a winning game, only a losing one” and “Don’t sit on a big lead — go with what got you there to begin with.” Hopefully you have had a chance to put this into practice and have experienced success.

Now let’s continue with the topic of mental toughness, which is about 80% of the game, if not more. Today we will address the emotional side of the player.

I just got back from San Antonio, Texas where I was one of the coaches at the U.S. Olympic Festival. What an awesome display of talent under one roof. It was encouraging to see the high level of play match after match from the beginning round robin competition to the final medal rounds.

At the event I had an opportunity to observe the matches closely and to videotape most of them. After extensive review of these tapes, as well as the amateur nationals tapes, professional tapes and personal notes I have accumulated over the years, I have found that even elite athletes fall victim to becoming too emotionally involved prior to and during their matches, and to getting too temperamental during play. More often than not this behavior negatively affects their play. Most players think this is something only they experience, but that is not true. It happens at all levels of racquetball and, for that matter, in all types of sports. Look at baseball when the pitcher hits the batter with the ball. Look at football when the defensive lineman tackles a player after the whistle blows and the play is dead. How do they react?

It’s all around us, but we have to learn to control our emotions. One of the ways I suggest is as the title says, “Play the Ball, Not Your Opponent.” The ball is consistent and never changes. It does not have a personality. It does not talk back. It does not give you dirty looks. On the other hand your opponent will consistently change and possibly cause you to react in either of these ways:

You look at a draw sheet and say ... “Oh no. I’m playing so and so or I am playing the #1 seed.”

You see your opponent and say ... “I hate to play so and so because he cheats.”

... “I hate to play so and so because she is a lefty.”

... “I hate to play so and so because he has an attitude.”

... “I hate to play so and so because I’ve never beaten her yet.”

... “I just hate to play so and so because he is a dinker.”

By reacting to your opponent’s attitude, behavior, style, ranking or reputation, or even which hand they use (righty or lefty), you can get too emotionally involved in the match and too temperamental, thus leading you to poor performance.

If you just play the ball and not your opponent you can use your emotions and temperament in a positive, constructive way to win rather than in a negative, destructive way for a loss.

I know it’s easier said than done, but like the physical part of this game — it takes practice — lots and lots of practice.

Good luck in taking control of your emotions — it works!
AMERICA’S MOST WANTED: ZONE #3 — THE LOW ZONE
By Jack Newman

In previous issues we broke down our shot selection process to three different hitting zones. We discussed Zone #2, our passing shot zone, and in the last issue we discussed Zone #1 – our defensive shots. This time around we are going to look at our favorite hitting Zone #3 – the Low Zone.

Unfortunately most of us try to hit low zone shots when the ball is not in a position to hit these shots effectively. The result of going for low zone will be skips when we are not in proper position. Zone #3 shots should be contacted above the ankle, but below the thigh. By hitting the ball in the zone we maximize our balance and control of low zone shots, because we are able to use our legs more.

To properly get the ball to Zone #3 we must work on our footwork. With good footwork a player can let a higher shot drop lower into Zone #3. A good drill to work on your footwork and practice letting the ball drop to Zone #3 is the "off the back wall" drill. Set yourself up with balls that bounce off the back wall, and shuffle your feet so that you can get the ball to drop into Zone #3. If we work on our footwork during rallies we will become more patient and be able to let the ball drop.

Now we need to discuss the different shots that will be hit from Zone #3. This is killshot time! We must understand that we are not trying to hit perfect rollouts. All players will have a range where their ball will strike the front wall when attempting killshots. Some of our shots will be higher than where we aim, and some shots will be lower than where we aim. If we try hitting perfect rollouts, then the balls that are hit below our target will skip almost 50% of the time. When going for low zone shots we want to hit the front wall so that the ball will bounce twice before the back wall on our down-the-lines and cross courts, and twice before the opposite side wall on our pinch shots. By hitting the ball a little higher on the front wall we eliminate skips, and still might get some rollouts in the process.

In closing it is important that we work on our footwork and...
execution of Zone #3 shots so we can effectively win more rallies. We also need to eliminate skip balls when going for our Zone #3 shots by raising our target on the front wall slightly. To get further information and other strategy tips call 800/ROLLOUT to sign up for a camp in your area.

SAQ TRAINING: SPEED TRAINING?

By Scott Phelps, U.S. National Racquetball Team Speed Coach

Some people say you can’t teach speed — Wrong! Just as you can become stronger by strength training, you can get faster by speed training. By simply shocking the neuromuscular system into firing at its maximum rate of speed, you can raise your top level of speed and quickness.

Here is an illustration. Imagine you are asked to help move two boxes. You go to the first box and pick it up. It is extremely heavy and takes all of your strength to move. You then go back to get the other box. Your body is now remembering what it just went through to move the first box, and is anticipating the same effort for the next. The rate at which your muscles are firing is far more rapid than normal in anticipation of the next load. Unknown to you, the second box is filled with feather pillows. You lift it with such ease that it nearly causes you to lose control.

This is an example of the kind of shock to the system that you need in order to become faster and quicker. Your muscle system is sending you a message — it will only move or act as you prepare it to move. You need to train your body at its maximum rate of speed in order for your muscles to “remember” this higher rate of speed and become accustomed to moving at a new level. You cannot train at sub-max and expect maximum output during a competition. This is a misconception that has been taught for years.

One point which must be understood when entering into a quickness training program is that it is very different from a conditioning program. Speed training is specifically an anaerobic activity that is done at 100% intensity with a lot of rest in between exercises. The rest is essential to insure maximum performance on each rep and set. For example, if you are trying to improve speed by running sprints of 20 yards, you must allow for full rest and recovery between repetitions or the sprints become conditioning exercises to increase the cardiovascular base. Speed training must remain separate and unique from conditioning if you are to retain the explosive power necessary to become fast.

I recommend using a variety of speed training techniques, including refining proper movement skills, and resisted and assisted training. Refining proper movement skills is important because any wasted motion causes a loss of energy that will eventually be costly in competition. Resistance and assistance are important in helping the body to “remember” more forceful and faster motions. This goes back to the example of the two boxes. There are those who will argue that doing drills with resistance or assistance changes the motor skill and therefore is not a valid method. Although the skill is changed slightly, the neuromuscular activity will transfer as you do what I call contrast training. Contrast training is doing a skill or drill with either resistance or assistance, and then doing the same skill immediately without the device. This will create the increased
neuromuscular activity necessary for application of greater force to the ground, thus giving more speed to the motor skill being taught. Over time, the quicker speed will become the standard rate at which you can move.

Speed training is extremely fun and effective. It does not require a lot of time or equipment, and a program is simple to begin. There are some critics, but I believe that if you give it a try you will find that new doors can be opened to your optimal level of athletic performance. If you have questions, please feel free to call me at 800/255-9930.

PROFESSIONAL ASSOCIATION OF RACQUETBALL INSTRUCTORS: PROGRAM OUTLINE

By Connie Martin
PARI Commissioner

The primary goal of PARI is to increase the level of competency in teaching and programming racquetball. This goal allows us to provide better service to our members through quality instruction and programs — in turn increasing revenues, enhancing retention and memberships as well as improving the quality of play.

PARI recognition gives instructors the distinction of being a professional in this industry. It is an excellent way to improve and test your knowledge. It identifies you as a knowledgeable instructor, and a valuable resource to your students, colleagues and employer. Passing the exam lets you know you measure up to the best in the business and are well on your way to becoming a top ranked teaching professional.

Membership in PARI requires a commitment of time, energy and money — but the programs and techniques covered in these clinics have been proven to return your investment in one to two months.

**Fees**
Level One & Two Only - $168
Level One/Two & Exam - $198
For current members, an upgrade exam alone costs $35 (does not include membership dues). Or if you wish to repeat the entire clinic the fee is $95, including the exam. Registration fees are due at the national office one week prior to the clinic you are scheduled to attend or you must add the $25 late fee. You may pay by money order, check or charge card.

**How to Prepare**
You should know the rules, strokes and shots of the game and have some teaching experience. You should bring: playing gear, equipment, pencil...
RACQUETBALL SPORTSWEAR

Exclusively by mail order from the AARA

OFFICIAL AARA WARM UP ....... This crinkle nylon replica of the U.S. National Team uniform sports a silkscreened World Championship eagle logo on the sleeve, and is fully lined in poly/cotton. Pants have zippered leg openings, three pockets and adjustable drawstring waist. Made by Santiago of California. S, M, L, XL. $99.00.

RACQUETBALL BAG ............... The same bag used by members of the U.S. National Racquetball Team, made of tough cordura nylon. 39.00.

TEAM LOGO SWEATSHIRT ...... 50/50 Fruit of the Loom, with National Team eagle logo on front, USA on back, AARA on sleeve. White. S, M, L, XL, XXL $20.00.

TEAM LOGO T-SHIRT ............. 100% cotton. Same design as sweatshirt (without sleeve logo) White. S, M, L, XL. $12.00.

RACQUETBALL WATCH AARA logo and racquetball player on face. Quartz movement, leather band, one year guarantee. Specify men's or women's style. $29.00.

USA RACQUETBALL POLO SHIRTS All cotton, with tri-color embroidery. S, M, L, XL. Colors: Navy, Pink, White, Grey, Blue & other assorted colors. $29.00

Also Available (not shown): Cloisonne AARA Pin. $4.00.

ORDER FORM

(Name)

(Address)

(City, State, Zip)

(Telephone) (Date Ordered)

Item Description Size/Color How Many Price

Order toll-free with M/C-Visa by calling 1-800-234-5396 or send your completed order form to: AARA Sportswear, B15 North Weber Colorado Springs, Colorado 80903-2947

Please allow six weeks for delivery

Order Total $4.50

Postage Enclosed

Check/S order enclosed, Visa/MasterCard Number

Signature Exp. Date
and pen, note pad, ideas to share and 15 business cards.

Questions and Confirmations
Please contact Jim Hiser or Wanda Krasovetz at 719/635-5396 one week prior to your scheduled clinic for confirmation and any special notes — or the clinician of your clinic/exam.

On Completion of your Exam
On completion of your exam, you will become ranked as a Teaching Professional (90-100%), Advanced Instructor (83-89%), Instructor (75-82%) or Member (74% or below). You will receive a letter and certificate with your ranking about six weeks after your exam is taken. You may upgrade your ranking after six months. Those falling within the Instructor or Member percentages must upgrade within one year.

With each year’s membership dues ($30) you will maintain your ranking, receive 3-4 manual inserts with great ideas for teaching and programming, 2-3 issues of the PARI Newsletter and special sponsor’s promotional packages.

FALL-WINTER PARI CLINICS

October 2-3
Dedham Racquettime Athletic Club
Dedham, Massachusetts

October 7-8
The Skyline Clubs (at Crystal Gateway)
Arlington, Virginia

November 4-5
Cocoa Court Club
Hershey, Pennsylvania

November 7-8
Racquetpower
Jacksonville, Florida

November 11-12
Southridge Athletic Club
Greenfield, Wisconsin

November 20-21
What A Racquet
Daly City, California

December 4-5
Cascade Athletic Club
Gresham, Oregon

December 4-5
Tom Young’s Athletic Club
Albuquerque, New Mexico

January 8-9
Court Club
Albany, New York
TIME CAPSULE:
1983 - 1987

By Rebecca Maxedon

1983

The move to permanent headquarters in Colorado Springs, Colorado in late 1982 was hectic and plagued by horrendous weather, but by early 1983 the AARA National office was up and running in close proximity to the United States Olympic Training Center.

The association's new tabloid publication "Racquetball In Review," had begun production in the summer of 1982 and was in full swing. The first issue was sent from the Colorado location in February of 1983.

National Singles were held at the Downtown YMCA in Houston for the first time, where it has returned yearly ever since. Over 750 competitors arrived at the new site and excitement was the order of the tournament.

Dan Ferris of Minnesota was crowned the men's open champion with Cindy Baxter taking the women's honors. While Baxter was well-known as a two-time national champion and winner of the first World Games the previous year, Ferris was relatively unknown. In every round that he played (all seven of them) he was the underdog. But at 23 he was a 12 year veteran of the sport and could have been a contender for the title long before he chose to.

Baxter battled Malia Kamahoahoa (now Bailey) in the finals. Baxter should have been defeated prior to the Memorial Day final, simply due to exhaustion. Coming into the tournament, she didn't know the games would be played to 21 points, plus she was playing (and winning) the newly-added "pre-veteran" 25+ as a second division. But her stamina held out. After swapping games 17-21, 21-10, Baxter came back stronger than ever in the tiebreaker allowing Kamahoahoa only one point!

In October the U.S. National Team left familiar borders and traveled to Central America for the first foreign tournament in the history of the team. The U.S. was one of only nine countries competing in the Costa Rican/Pan American Championships held at the Indoor Club in San Jose, Costa Rica. Other countries in attendance included Mexico, Honduras, Guatemala, Colombia, Bolivia, Dominican Republic and Panama. Dan Ferris took first place in men's open play with Cindy Baxter capturing the women's title. The U.S. took overall team laurels, with Costa Rica finishing second and Mexico coming in third.

National Doubles action took place at the Tyrone Racquetball Club of St. Petersburg, Florida. Once the draw sheets were posted, the players and spectators recognized some of the best singles players in the nation. Surprisingly, most were teamed with their closest singles opponents. In men's open Dan

Their game scores were 21-14, 12-21 and 11-7.
Ferris and Jim Cascio were paired as a doubles team. The women’s open had Malia Kamahoahoa and Carol Frenck teamed up.

When it was all over Stan Wright and Steve Trent of California defeated Mark Malowitz and Jeff Kwartler of Texas 21-17, 21-13 to retain their national doubles title. Malia and Carol, both of Virginia, defeated Florida’s Mary Holroyd and Gail Lauteria (now Troxell) 21-20, 21-12 to earn the women’s title.

1984

For the first time, rule change proposals were published and the opinions of the membership solicited. As is still procedure today, the rule changes were acted upon by the board at its semi-annual meeting at national singles in May and went into effect September 1. Adopted rule changes included changing the game to 15 points with an 11 point tiebreaker; limiting racquet length to 20½ inches with head width not to exceed nine inches; making it a foot fault for the server to enter the safety zone prior to the served ball passing the short line and regulating an “out of order” serve in doubles. Other rulings were passed on the return of serve (regarding receiving position); time outs, rest periods, penalty for delay of game, and new age group divisions between 19+ and 70+ were established.

The United States Olympic Committee approved the first Elite Training Camp to be held at the Olympic Training Center in Colorado Springs. “What a tremendous step forward for our young sport,” stated Paul Henrickson, then president of the AARA. “I can’t think of a more prestigious place to hold the first national training camp.”

Camps were held from July 29-August 25 at one week intervals and included adult and junior training sessions.

Dan Ferris retained his men’s open national singles crown, but the women’s title changed hands. Marci Drexler of North Hollywood, California showed off her overhead and center court kill shots in upsetting defending champion Cindy Baxter.

The AARA referee certification program was established this year, with high hopes. The program was something that players had long been looking for, to ensure that their matches were refereed fairly and consistently by someone knowledgeable about the rules of racquetball.

New faces and titles highlighted the national doubles, held at the Court House Racquetball Club of Boise, Idaho. In men’s open competition, victory went to the team of Dan Obremski and Kelvin Vantrease. They beat Andy Roberts and Scott Reid in a tiebreaker that kept the audience of over 200 on the edge of their seats.
Women's open champions were Diane Bullard (now Green) and Julia Pinnell who played what was called the most exciting and closest match of the tournament against Mary Lyons and Susan Morgan (now Pfahler), who are now the defending champions a decade later.

All players were now competing for berths on the U.S. National Team and the level of play escalated to match the prize.

In November that team participated in its second foreign soil tournament and dominated the American Zone Championships held in Quito, Ecuador.

1985

Racquetball was selected as one of 22 sports included in the inaugural Masters Games which would bring together over 10,000 mature athletes for international competition in Toronto, Canada.

Other international events in 1985 saw the U.S. National Team preparing for the World Games in London July 26 - August 4. The U.S. dominated racquetball competition with Andy Roberts and Cindy Baxter bringing home the gold.

Ed Andrews, who finished second at the World Games, had just come off an impressive win at the 1985 national singles where he had defeated Dan Obremski in a tiebreaker of 11-15, 15-7, 11-6.

Cindy Baxter took the women's open title at singles, beating Marci Drexler in two carbon copy games 15-11, 15-11.

Junior racquetball was on the rise and 600 entrants battled for national titles at the Newport Beach Sporting House in California. Emerging from that competition with the top junior honor — a Boys 18 and under singles division title — was current Florida Marlins outfielder Jeff Conine. (See feature article, this issue. -Ed.)

The wild, wild west of Cheyenne, Wyoming played host to the national doubles, where the top seeds were crushed in an exciting upset. The men's open title was up for grabs after Tim Anthony and Andy Roberts of Tennessee eliminated five-time champions Steve Trent and Stan Wright of California. Roberts and Anthony then defeated Gary Mazaroff and Jack Nolan of New Mexico in the finals 15-12, 15-13.

Women's open competition saw the team of Malia Kamahoa of Virginia and Toni Bevelock, then of Tennessee, defeating defending champions Diane Bullard and Julia Pinell 15-13, 15-5.

1986

The U.S. National Team was again on the move as they were invited to tour the Far East in Japan and Korea that January.

In March, AARA executive director Luke St. Onge announced that the International Olympic Committee had recognized racquetball for potential inclusion in future Olympic Games — a
goal that has been a driving force in the organization ever since.

Reigning men's open champion Ed Andrews of California managed to capture his fourth national singles title by defeating challenger Andy Roberts in straight games of 15-12, 15-7. In women's open another four-time champion emerged as Cindy Baxter continued her streak, this time beating Trina Rasmussen of California in two tough games, 15-14, 15-12.

In August the International Amateur Racquetball Federation (IARF) sanctioned the World Championships of Racquetball, which were held at the Orlando Tennis and Racquet Club in Florida. The U.S. Team continued to dominate in international competition with wins in the main open events, but ended up sharing the team crown with Canada.

In his world title run, Egan Inoue took a quarterfinal victory over national singles champion Ed Andrews, 15-9, 15-9, then went against famed Ruben Gonzalez, representing Puerto Rico. In what was called the most exciting match of the championships, Inoue defeated Gonzalez 15-13, 6-15, 15-11. In the final match, also a tiebreaker, Inoue met Canadian Roger Harripersad, and took the win 15-2, 7-15, 15-7.

The women's world title playoff saw two fellow team members squaring off. Reigning women's open titlist Cindy Baxter faced Toni Bevelock in the final game, going to a tiebreaker to win 11-15, 15-11, 15-8.

National doubles competition returned to Florida, taking place at Racquetpower in Jacksonville. Defending champions Andy Roberts and Tim Anthony were knocked off in the semi-finals by soon to be gold medalists Dan Obremski of Pennsylvania and Doug Ganim of Ohio. In the final they met the team of Bill Sell of California and Tim Doyle of New York, who they defeated 15-12, 8-15, 11-9.

New women's champions were also crowned. The team of Trina Rasmussen of Oregon and Mona Mook of California defeated #2 seeded Michelle Gilman (now Gould) and Connie Peterson (now Martin) of Oregon in two straight games 15-11, 15-12.

1987
February kicked off the racquetball season with a European Goodwill Tour by the U.S. National Team. The team visited, taught and performed exhibitions in France, Belgium, Holland, Germany, and Spain.
A changing of the guard occurred at the national singles, where Andy Roberts made it to the final, only to once again suffer the agony of defeat. The finals saw Roberts doing battle with Jim Cascio, who won in straight games of 15-7, 15-11.

In women’s open, four-time champion Cindy Baxter was unable to fend off an onslaught of precision pinch shots by Diane Green in the semi-final. Green went the finals after beating Baxter 15-8, 15-9. The Memorial Day final between Diane Green and Kaye Kuhfeld was poetry in motion, however Kuhfeld was no match for the powerful and determined Green. Diane became the women’s open champion after defeating Kaye in a two-game match, 15-7, 15-10.

In September a momentous tournament was held in at the Point Club in Colorado Springs, Colorado. The Ektelon/KKTV Pan American Championships featured 15 countries in this hemisphere doing battle for the newly established Pan Am crown.

As joint holders of the world crown, the U.S. and Canada fought for four days to see who would hold the Pan American honors. It was the U.S. all the way. Andy Roberts faced Canadian Sherman Greenfeld in a hard fought, long, sometimes hotly contested match that went to the tiebreaker. Roberts’ power and size overcame Greenfeld’s speed for the win 14-15, 15-7, 15-3. The women’s crown was taken by Kaye Kuhfeld who outdistanced Canadian legend Heather Stupp, beating her in two games, 15-5, 15-10.

Trina Rasmussen and Dot Fischl (now Kelley) took the doubles title by defeating the team of Canada’s Carol McFetridge and Sue MacTaggart 15-8, 15-10. Another U.S./Canada match saw the American team of Dan Obremski and Doug Ganim whisk the gold away from Canadians Joe Kirkwood and Paul Shanks in a wild and long 10-15, 15-8, 15-13 match.

The Arizona Athletic Club in Tempe, Arizona hosted the National Doubles Championships with no new surprises or upsets. Defending men’s champions Doug Ganim and Dan Obremski retained their titles, as did their female counterparts, Mona Mook and Trina Rasmussen.

The controversy over mandatory protective eyewear came to an end and a new rule went into effect stating that lensed eyewear would be mandatory equipment for all participants in any AARA sanctioned event.

Next: Into the present!

R B G L O B A L

EUROPEAN CHAMPIONSHIPS
On May 26, the national teams of seven European countries gathered at Racquetball Jenfeld in Hamburg, Germany for the 7th European Championships.

A short opening ceremony was held inside Racquetball Jenfeld, where Jürgen Denk, president of the ERF, welcomed all the participants, especially the players from Austria, Greece and Hungary, who were present at the European Championships for the very first time.

Team Title Rounds
The women’s championship was a round-robin event and the men’s championships were in two divisions with three teams in each. Cross finals were held on the last day of the team event, following third, fourth, fifth and sixth place play offs.

Before the women’s championship started, it was not expected that the defending top three nations, respectively Ireland, Great Britain and the Netherlands, would lose much ground. After the championships, the women of Germany and Belgium had proved this theory wrong. The beauty of all the previews is that the event has to be played first, before drawing any conclusions.

The women of Germany could barely be stopped by the women of Ireland, but experience pulled
them through. For the first time in six attempts, the German women made it to the medal round finals, but a tiebreaker against the German women was just enough for the Irish women to earn the gold and regain their title. Also in medal position for the first time were the Belgian women, who surprised Great Britain and the Netherlands by taking third place.

The men’s championship final saw a repeat final. Germany was still fielding the best men’s team in Europe and a 3-1 victory over the Irish team was enough to take the gold again. Only the Irish men’s doubles team could score for Ireland.

The two losing teams in the cross finals, Belgium and the Netherlands, battled for third place. This time there was an upset for the Netherlands. A 2-2 score and one tiebreaker for Belgium got them the bronze medal for the first time. Austria and Greece were not able to play an important roles this early in their development. Lack of experience and an early injury for the Greek captain ruined their first appearance in the European Championships entirely.

Adding the results from the women’s and men’s championships saw another first, the German team winning gold in the combined championships. Ireland came in second and Belgium had its best European Championships ever, earning the bronze for an excellent team performance.

**Individual Title Rounds**

In the first women’s semifinal, reigning champion Bobby Brennan of Ireland met with #4 seed Philomine van Pelt of the Netherlands. Philomine could not stay away from the fierce forehand of Bobby, resulting in a relatively easy two game win for Brennan. In the other semifinal between #2 seed Andrea Gordon of Germany and #3 Marie Duignan of Ireland, Marie could only keep up in the first game and was blown away in the second for a straight game loss.

In her last official match for Ireland, Duignan wanted to win desperately. For the bronze, she stayed in command over Philomine van Pelt in the first game, but lost the second. In the tiebreaker Marie came from behind and her experience did the trick. She barely won her last match in the tiebreaker, but deserved the bronze medal in the end.

In the final, Andrea Gordon was in control in the first game and was relatively calm, but had to work hard to win in straight games. Andrea knew what Bobby was capable of, after playing her in the previous team championships where she had barely won an 11-10 tiebreaker. On game point in the second, Bobby had her chances but failed to pull out the second game — but it still took four match points before Andrea managed to win her first major title, in her first attempt.

In the first men’s semifinal, Germany’s Joachim Loof advanced past the outsider from Belgium, Erland Schönberger. Joachim took the first game unchallenged, but in the second both players demonstrated excellent shots, amazing saves and
complete balance to tie up at 14-14. Joachim had two match points, but could not score the required winner. With a little luck and a lot of determination Erland succeeded to win the second game. Apparently he had used up too much energy to win the second game, which finally cost him the match. He only managed to score three points.

In the second semifinal, local crowd favorite Trevor Hayter of Germany went up against Jeroen van der Holst of the Netherlands, but too much confidence on Trevor's part cost him the first game. In the second, van der Holst could not control the fierce hitting and acesing Trevor. The tiebreaker was more a mind game than a racquetball match, with Jeroen controlling the blasting "Egan-style" serve by Trevor much better and having a lot of success with his own, very consistent jam serve. Trevor tried everything, but could not prevent the inevitable and Jeroen eventually toppled him and advanced into the final.

Joachim Loof was in the driver's seat in the final all the way. It seemed that the moral victory by Jeroen over Trevor had drained all his energy. This was even more visible in the second game. Jeroen was bitter over his lost final, but winning over the favorite made up for it.

Trevor Hayter took revenge for his unexpected semifinal loss and crushed Erland Schönberger for third place.

Both doubles finals were completed in straight games, with the women's championship won by Ireland over the Netherlands. In the men's, the German doubles team beat Ireland.

BRONFELD AND GOULD WIN WORLD GAMES

All four of the U.S. National Team members selected to compete in this summer's World Games in the Netherlands ended up facing one another in rematches of their national singles finals. But with international rules in effect, Michael Bronfeld came away with a win over John Ellis in straight games of 15-8, 15-6. Malia Bailey improved her scores against Michelle Gould, but could not upset the champion, losing 15-5, 15-12. In preliminary rounds, the four went up against the finest international athletes from the national teams of Canada, Mexico, Japan, the Netherlands, Ireland, Germany and Great Britain.

COLUMBIA TO HOST VII INTERNATIONAL TOURNAMENT

The Club Deportivo Canasgodas in Cali, Columbia will host the 7th International Racquetball tournament on October 29 - November 1. The tournament is being sponsored by the Pan American Racquetball Confederation (PARC) and the Federacquet of Columbia. All South, Central and North American athletes are invited to compete. Additional information may be obtained by calling Ariel Gomez V. at 57-23-313519/22. The entry deadline is October 22.
INTERNATIONAL MASTERS CHAMPIONSHIPS
By Amos Rosenbloom

For three days in June racquetball was king at the International Masters Racquetball Championships in Vancouver.

As friendship flourished between the players, I was reminded again of what a truly unique atmosphere has been built up over the years and how pleasant it is to enjoy the energy of the tournament. Howard Nott from Los Angeles is already putting the national masters on his calendar for 1994. “It’s too great a tournament not to be part of it.” The round robin format, the “replay” philosophy, the self refereeing, all allow “winning” to become the frosting on the tournament not the most important goal.

Duncan Stockwell vs. Mal Roberts was at 18-17 when Roberts pulled up lame. I left only to return 10 minutes later to watch Roberts hit an overhead winner from the right rear corner to the front left corner. Stockwell went on to win the division but that game was a classic example of “It’s not over, till it’s over.”

Some of the classic matches I witnessed included the come-from-behind victory of Burns and Hiles against Swartz and Adivim in the 60’s. Down 14-7, Hiles’ serves started to take their toll as cracks and power pulled his team up to 20-20 where serves changed five times before Burns cornered a winner from the back court. (Burns had a personal emergency and Dick Kincade took over for the rest of the tournament.)

Pat Colombo and Joe Jackman have met often ... maybe too often. Jackman had racked up winners while Colombo had been “killed” by players who no longer were baffled by his “round the world returns.” But when the two got on a court together, Colombo’s game went up a notch. It was “vintage” Colombo that had Jackman talking to himself — the change of pace on the serve, killing the return, talking to Jackman to spoil his concentration — all had their effect as the gallery applauded one good rally after another. Jackman won 21-19, but Colombo had taken mental energy from this racquetball giant, Jackman, enabling Ray Hunt to take the championship. In Jackman’s mind, he had beaten Hunt 21-7 twice before — he wasn’t scared enough to get into another dimension of play and Hunt also remembered 7-21 and was mentally prepared. That’s racquetball!

Colombo gave Jackman a shoulder hug after the Hunt match saying, “If I knew you were going to lose to Hunt, I wouldn’t have let you win our match.”

Pat Colombo and Joe Jackman have met often ... maybe too often. Jackman had racked up winners while Colombo had been “killed” by players who no longer were baffled by his “round the world returns.” But when the two got on a court together, Colombo’s game went up a notch. It was “vintage” Colombo that had Jackman talking to himself — the change of pace on the serve, killing the return, talking to Jackman to spoil his concentration — all had their effect as the gallery applauded one good rally after another. Jackman won 21-19, but Colombo had taken mental energy from this racquetball giant, Jackman, enabling Ray Hunt to take the championship. In Jackman’s mind, he had beaten Hunt 21-7 twice before — he wasn’t scared enough to get into another dimension of play and Hunt also remembered 7-21 and was mentally prepared. That’s racquetball!

The Japanese team was exceptional with tremendous energy and friendliness. Their playing skills improved by the end of the tournament. The Masao Yoshida and Jackman match started with a serve to the right by Yoshida — winner. Crack serve to the left by Yoshida — winner. Jackman
missed an overhead — 3-0. Yoshida — kill shot, Yoshida — 4-0. 5-0 on misplay by Jackman. Jackman prevailed but the first five points were a look ahead at what to expect from the Japanese in future competition.

A Columbian player spoke at the banquet and Paul Banales interpreted his warm feeling about being part of the tournament. The cultural diversity between countries provided a glue for this tournament to continue and Canada provided the hospitality.

When the 75 and older players received their medals I cheered for them today and tomorrow. All the future financial planning done by experts isn’t worth a lot without health, spirit and energy.

**FINAL STANDINGS**

**SINGLES**

45+: Ed Remen (USA); Pat Moran (USA); Terry Chong (CAN); Luis Guerrero (USA). 50+: Jerry Davis (USA); Bob Stoyko (USA); Leland Rients (USA); Ken Moore (USA). 55+: Ray Hunt (CAN); Joe Jackman (USA); Jerry Holly (USA); Pat Colombo (USA). 60+: Jay Krevsky (USA); Paul Banales (USA); Dan Llacera (USA); Ronald Thompson (CAN). 65+: Duncan Stockwell (CAN); Tony Duarte (USA); Malcolm Roberts (USA); Jerry Bell (USA). 70+: Earl Acuff (USA); Lake Westphal (USA); Leslie Skelton (USA); Ross Filippone (CAN). 75+: Charles Russell (USA); Jack Fink (USA); Ralph Greco (USA).

**DOUBLES**

45+: Remen/Chilcutt (USA); Bracken/Nott (USA); Hvistendahl/Wayne (USA); Rose/Young (USA). 50+: Bracken/Nott (USA); Moran/Guerrero (USA); Hvistendahl/Wayne (USA); Rose/Young (USA). 55+: Williams/Smith (USA); Hunt/Holley (CAN); Penick/Moore (USA); Fuentes/Graff (USA). 60+: Keenan/Weinbert (USA); Llacera/Krevsky (USA); Swartz/Adirim (CAN); Kincade/Hiles (USA). 65+: Carruth/Skanchy (USA); Tobman/Gartiser (USA); Melvey/Rosenbloom (USA); Miller/Roberts (USA). 70+: Larson/Wardell (USA); Acuff/Skelton (USA); Russell/Westphal (USA); Filippone/Connell (CAN).

---

**DEAF NATIONALS**

By Mike Russo

The West Suburban Association of the Deaf was very happy to host 98 players from 15 states at the Tenth National Racquetball Association of the Deaf (NRAD) Championship in April at The Glass Court in Lombard, Illinois.

In 1984, the first deaf championship event of its kind was held at the Charles Club in Palatine, Illinois with 85 deaf players from across the country. It was very successful and it was exciting to have the tenth tournament back in Illinois. Chairperson Steve Horwich and co-chairs Jim Fleming and Peter Pudela, along with 12 committee members, worked very hard to make the tournament the success that it was.

Vic Peterman of Smithville, Ohio defended his men’s open title by beating Joe Valentine of Columbus, Ohio with third place going to Frank McDonough of Dolton, Illinois. Frank has four straight national championship losses to Vic Peterman in semi-final matches. The final match was a great main event with Vic capturing his second straight national championship.
Karen Rubenze r of Carp e nterville, Illinois won
her first women’s open title over runner-up
Barbara Cassin of Colchester, Connecticut who
lost the open final for the third year in a row.
Third place went to Mindy Hopper of Rochester,
New York.
In the men’s B final, a woman took the honors.
Jamie Fisher won first place, bombarding runner­
up Neil Miller of Menomonee Falls, Wisconsin.
Formerly of California, Jamie took second place
in men’s novice in the 1987 NRAD tournament in
Los Angeles, and won the 1989 women’s open
title, beating Mindy Hopper in Long Island.
In the men’s open/A doubles championship
Greg Brown of Tucson, Arizona (also a former
California champion) and Jamie Fisher defeated
Scott Kramer of Irvine, California and Jeff
Lubman of Chino Hills, California.

In the men’s B/C doubles Martin Shapiro of
Menasha, Wisconsin and George Sawall of
Oshkosh, Wisconsin defeated Steve Turcsany of
Rolling Meadows, Illinois and Steve Murbach of
Lombard, Illinois.

In mixed doubles Wayne Delatte of Vancouver,
Washington and Lynn Kisner of Pelham Manor,
New York defeated Ron Tkachuk and Janet
Selvert, both of West Allis, Wisconsin.
At the Saturday night banquet, NRAD president
Mike Russo introduced three players who have
competed all 10 tournaments — Greg Brown,
Steve Horwich and Richard Nell. One older
player, 70-year-old Solly Brandt, is still a healthy
competitor.

The 11th Annual NRAD Championship will take
place April 29-May 1, 1994 in Long Island, New
York. A site in southern California will be
selected for 1995 and in south Florida for 1996.

FINAL RESULTS
Men’s Singles  Open: 1. Vic Peterman, OH; 2. Joe
Kevin Taylor, NY; 2. John Critser, CA; 3. Bruce
Miller, WI; 3. Chong-Pheng Tan, TX. Men’s C: 1. Bill
Milbach, MD; 2. Don Parrish, FL; 3. Martin Shapiro,
WI. Men’s Novice: 1. Orlando Sanchez, AZ; 2. Mark
Chong-Pheng Tan, TX; 2. Jim Jones, KS; 3. John
Norris, MD. Men’s B45+: 1. Bruce Herzig, MD; 2.
Stewart Garilis, NY; 3. Anthony Zacorwelz, NY.

Women’s Singles  Open: 1. Karen
Rubenzer, IL; 2. Barbara Cassin, CT; 3. Mindy Hop­
er, NY. Women’s A: 1. Tara Miller, WI; 2. Debra
Nell, WI; 3. Laura Salvato, IL. Women’s B: 1. Lynn
Kizner, NY; 2. Cathy Oshrain, FL; 3. Janet Selvert,
WI. Women’s C: 1. Patricia Youhn, IL; 2. Tarulene
Hondee, IL; 3. Susan Scaletta, WI. Women’s Novice:
1. Diana Bills, CA; 2. Susan Scaletta, WI; 3. Regina
Russo, NY. Men’s Doubles  Open/A: 1. Greg Brown,
AZ/Jamie Fisher, OH; 2. Scott Kramer, CA/ Jeff
Lubman, CA. Men’s Doubles B/C: 1. Martin Shapiro,
WI/George Sawall, WI; 2. Steve Turcsany, IL/Steve
Murbach, IL. Mixed Doubles: 1. Wayne Delatte, WA/
Lynn Kizner, NY; 2. Ron Tkachuk, WI/Janet Selver,
WI.
MIKE "SPIKE" SEKUL PASSES AWAY

Earlier in the year we reported that Mike “Spike” Sekul of Livingston, New Jersey had been seriously injured in an automobile accident. We regret to report Spike lost his long battle to recover. On July 16 Spike suffered a massive heart attack due to a blood clot and passed away.

The following is an excerpt of a letter from Spike’s close friend, Chaz Repka:

“I met Spike when he was 16 years old and already a terror in the open division. I signed him to a contract with Burt Sports and two weeks later he shocked everybody by beating Tim Hansen to win the Long Island Open. Spike would come to dominate this tournament for the next five years in both singles and doubles. A legend on and off the court, Spike possessed the unique ability to captivate everyone he met.

In November of 1991 he lost a close final to Ruben Gonzalez, 15-13, 15-11. In doubles, he earned many victories over top pros such as Ruben, Cliff Swain, and Woody Clouse. Spike was truly one of the great left side doubles players.

Beyond racquetball, this young man showed unequaled and unparalleled character, along with the courage of ten men. He endured, and won, a year-long battle with cancer, while at the same time winning tournament after tournament.

At 32, I was one of Spike’s closest friends. Sudsy Monchik, B.J. Gruber, Jason Mannino and over 500 area racquetball players all tried to ease the pain that Spike’s mother suffered, as his passing became the most difficult three days that most of these young racquetball players have ever experienced.

The void that has been left will never be filled, but I want to let every racquetball player know what this young man stood for. I have given a lot of my last six years to this sport, and I have memories that will never die, but without Spike, racquetball will never be the same in our area.”

JUNIOR ATHLETES OF THE YEAR NAMED

Shane Wood of Auburn, Massachusetts and Tammy Brockbank of Boise, Idaho were named “Junior Athletes of the Year” at the recent U.S. Junior Olympics in Maryland. At that event Wood, who is the current 16 and under singles world champion, reached the quarterfinals of the 18 and under singles division, and took second place in 18 and under doubles with partner Justin.
Bell. Brockbank took home the silver medal in Girls 18 and under singles at the event, and is the current U.S. National High School champion. Both athletes were also selected for this year’s “Junior Team USA” in team trials held later in the summer.

MANNINO SURVIVES AUTO ACCIDENT
Former Junior Olympic champion Jason Mannino of Staten Island, New York, survived an automobile accident late in the summer, but sustained a broken back and pelvis and will be in recovery for several months. The long-time neighbor and doubles partner of Sudsy Monchik, Mannino and his family were planning a cross-country move to San Diego when the accident occurred. All our best wishes for a speedy recovery go out to Jason.

JUNIOR TEAM USA SELECTED
Sixteen young athletes were selected for “Junior Team USA” following a five-day team trial held at the U.S. Olympic Training Center in Colorado Springs, August 7-12. Eight girls and eight boys were chosen to represent the U.S. at the upcoming World Junior Championships in Jacksonville, plus will become eligible for international goodwill tours later in the season. Members of “Junior Team USA” are:

Todd Criger ------------------------------- (Omaha, Nebraska)
Shane Dodge ------------------------------- (Boise, Idaho)
David Hamilton ----------------------------- (Mansfield, Ohio)
Sudsy Monchik ----------------------------- (Staten Island, New York)
James Mulcock ----------------------------- (Albuquerque, New Mexico)
Craig Rappaport --------------------------- (Lancaster, Pennsylvania)
Eric Storey ------------------------------- (Provo, Utah)
Shane Wood ------------------------------- (Auburn, Massachusetts)

Andrea Beugen ----------------------------- (Golden Valley, Minnesota)
Tammy Brockbank --------------------------- (Boise, Idaho)
Shannon Feaster ----------------------------- (Washington, D.C.)
Stephanie Gould ----------------------------- (Ellisville, Missouri)
Dawn Peterson ----------------------------- (Eau Claire, Wisconsin)
Kerri Stoffregen ----------------------------- (Cincinnati, Ohio)
Stephanie Torrey --------------------------- (Worcester, Massachusetts)
Vanessa Tulao ----------------------------- (Hixson, Tennessee)

NEW ADDITION TO GANIM FAMILY
Former U.S. Team member Doug Ganim and wife Mary Beth became the proud parents of Douglas Joseph Ganim, III on July 13. “Little Doug” weighed in at 7 lbs, 10 oz. and 19½ inches. Although you can't see much of the baby here, mom and dad look thrilled (and a little sleep-deprived?) ... Congratulations!
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What better gift to start out the new year than a subscription to RACQUETBALL Magazine? For $15.00, or 38% off the cover price, you can give your favorite court fanatic a year's worth of...

...The best in instructional articles by the top pros and teaching professionals
...Features, player profiles & nostalgia
...Amateur national event coverage
...Men's and Women's Pro Tour results
...Olympic & International updates
...National event calendar
...Amateur national rankings
...Industry, equipment and product reports

Whether you want to keep up-to-date and improve your own game, or give a year-round gift to someone who loves racquetball...subscribe now and don't miss a single exciting issue in 1994!

To order with your Visa or Mastercard, call 719/635-5396, or complete the subscription form on page 30 and send it to:

RACQUETBALL Magazine
1685 West Uintah
Colorado Springs, Colorado 80904-2921
U.S. OLYMPIC TRAINING GEAR
Available for the first time through RACQUETBALL Magazine, United States Olympic Team licensed merchandise. Hanes Heavyweight 100% cotton T-shirt, Ash with five color “Team USA, For the Glory of Competition” design, in SM to XL. Giant 46 oz. Sport Tumbler with “Team USA” design. Handle built into the lid for easy carrying, straw included, plus flip-up lid for easy pouring. Watch the November issue of RACQUETBALL Magazine for availability of the U.S. Olympic Team licensed T-shirt and Sport Tumbler. Support America’s Olympic Dream.

Racquetball Sportswear
1685 West Uintah
Colorado Springs, CO 80904
719/635-5396 — 719/635-0685 fax

CUSHION WHATAGRIP FOR RACQUETBALL
Just slip this thick cushion Whatagrip over your worn, slick grip. Incredible tacky feel, long-lasting, absorbent. You do not need a glove with this new grip! Use this cushion grip to build up your grip and to minimize shock to your elbow. Ridges are built in to give even better control. For an exciting new experience in grips, send $7.00 to Unique Sports Products, Inc., 840 McFarland Road, Alpharetta, GA 30201, or call 404/442-1977. (Also available for Squash and Tennis).

Unique Sports Products, Inc.
840 McFarland Road
Alpharetta, GA 30201
404/442-1977

BAD INFLUENCE BY TRANSITION
* One of the World’s hottest selling racquets. * Excellent reviews by trade publications and touring professionals. * Choice of racquet for World’s No. 1 player and hardest hitter, Cliff Swain. * Excellent power and control on 205 grams. * 3 built in vibration dampening systems. * Comes unstrung to allow customizing. * Includes racquet bag (with wet pocket) capable of holding 5 racquets. * Sold through specialty shops and pro shops only. * Tacki Mac grip. Stringing instructions and diagrams included. * Also includes 1 pkg. of Gosen OG 17 GA string and a $10.00 rebate from T.R.S. to cover stringing cost. * For more information or free 1994 color catalog call 800/473-4425.

Transition Racquet Sports
4700 Reed Road, Suite K-1
Columbus, OH 43220
800/473-4425
614/457-4076 — 614/457-4070
SPALDING ASSAULT GRAPHITE
UNLAWFUL POWER ... The racquet that revolutionized the game. The Assault Graphite features an improved sturdier 100% high modulus graphite construction and new cosmetics. At 21" AARA legal length for all play levels, it carries the same weight and balance as the original Assault so you can still punish your opponent.

The Assault Light racquet is the next generation in racquetball design. Not only does the Assault Light offer more headlight performance, it's also 1/2 oz. lighter than the Assault Graphite.

Spalding Sports Worldwide
425 Meadow Street, P.O. Box 901
Chicopee, MA 10121-0801
413/536-1200 — 413/535-1404 fax

NEW FROM NETWORK MARKETING
Both Kleershot eyeguards and "new" Python grips are made in the U.S.A. and make perfect holiday gifts. These and other fine racquetball products are available from major distributors or Network Marketing.

Kleershot Eyeguards ... Virtually indestructible: Five colors! No distortion! Replacement lenses! Removable side-shields! Prescription adaptable! Less expensive! AARA approved! Endorsed by top amateurs and pros! Approved for Squash! "New" Python Grips Lighter! Thinner! Better traction (herringbone pattern)! 12 "Hot" colors! Sponsorship programs! Great gift item!

Network Marketing
205 Axton Ct.
Roswell, GA 30076
404/751-9463 — 404/751-9469 fax

HEAD ANATOM COURT SHOE
The Head Anatom Indoor Low Leather (retail $64.95) is one of a series of Head high performance footwear products designed specifically for the sport of racquetball. Features include a patented insole which provides the perfect balance between stability and a customized fit, a pre-molded heel counter which stays formed for the life of the shoe, shockguard forefoot and heel inserts in key impact areas which provide excellent cushioning, and the Head Radial Design consisting of trapezoidal wedges which increases stability and resistance to rollover. Other models include the Head Anatom Indoor Mesh (retail $64.95) and the Head Anatom Indoor Low Mesh (retail $59.95). For a dealer near you call 800/USHEAD4.

Head Sports Inc.
4801 North 63rd Street
Boulder, CO 80301
800/USHEAD4 — 303/530-2965 fax
**REEBOK SHOTMAKER COURT SHOE**

The Shotmaker is designed to withstand the rigors of high performance racquetball. Visible Hexalite material in the rearfoot provides lightweight cushioning while the low-profile midsole ensures great "court feel." The all over gum rubber outsole has a tight herringbone pattern for sure-footed traction on wooden floors, and the synthetic medial forefoot overlay offers maximum toedrag protection. Open mesh in the quarters and vamp help keep feet cool and comfortable.

Reebok International Ltd.
100 Technology Center Drive
Stoughton, MA 02072
617/341-5000
617/341-5087 fax

---

**$100 $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$ COUPON $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$ $100**

**FRAN DAVIS RACQUETBALL/VACATION CAMP**

In: Aruba - Bahamas - Jamaica - Cancun - Palm Springs, CA

— Holiday Savings Certificate —

To: ______________ From: ______________

**OFFER GOOD FOR 1994 CAMPS! — ONE COUPON PER RESERVATION**

Next vacation Develop more than just pictures. Join Fran Davis. She will be serving up Racquetball for 1 week. Camp Package Includes: 30 hours of Racquetball, Video Tape Analysis, On/Off Court Drills, Lectures, Camp Booklet, Penn Balls, Giveaways by Head, Action Eyes and Tacki-Mac. 7 Nights Accommodations, Welcome Party, Awards Banquet. Limited Participation. Contact Fran for Reservations and Accommodations.

**FRAN DAVIS, US NATIONAL TEAM COACH**

A HEALTHY RACQUET, INC.
28 RAMSEY RD., MIDDLESEX, NJ 08846 - Ph. (908) 560-0647 Fax (908) 469-2262

---

**$100 $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$ COUPON $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$ $100**

**PRO KENNEX**

We don't just build racquets, we design technologies. Like the new Asymmetric 95. Asymmetric frame design varies the frame width and gives ultralight widebody power with precision control. For players who want the fastest reacting, lightest performance available.

The perfect utensils for eating someone else's lunch. The best Pittart Quartz glove in the world, pre-curved for superb fit. Quality bags and now the best in ball performance - all new Blaster Ball - Pro Kennex Racquetball. We don't just build racquets, we design technologies. Please call our hot line for more information 800/854-1908.

Pro Kennex
9609 Kearny Villa Road
San Diego, CA 92126
800/854-1908 — 800/662-8663 CA
619/566-3686 fax
LEADER EYEGUARDS
Leader's Optiview model (right) features a wrap around design for maximum safety, a clear hypo-allergenic silicone nose piece, and a patented impact absorbing headband built in. The Maxum (left) offers a contemporary lightweight bubble design with a patented adjustable nose piece for better fit. Both models offer Leader's Tri-Tech System, siltite outer anti-scratch treatment, permavue inner anti-fog application and shatterproof polycarbonate lens. In addition, they both come complete with extra washable fashion straps and protective reusable storage cases. For a dealer near you call Leader at 800/432-3681. Retail: Optiview $39, Maxum $34.
Leader Sport Products
675 N. Margaret Street, Suite 14
Plattsburgh, NY 12901
800/847-2001 — 518/562-1819 fax

E-Force Weapon
E-Force's Weapon is designed by two-time world champion Egan Inoue for maximum power combined with control in a lightweight frame. Constructed from Space Age Carbon and utilizing a three component extra power system, the Weapon has a larger playing area (100 sq.".) with an expanded sweet spot, a specially designed circular power shaft for added stiffness and increased strength, and longer main strings for extra power. Graphite layers are specially hand laid to make each individual racquet, and our ultra-low frame shock significantly reduces arm and elbow problems. Simply the best of the best!
E-Force Sports
220 Puuhbale Road, #A-4
Honolulu, HI 96819
808/845-9990
808/845-2060 fax

EKTelon SPORTS BAGS
Save over 50% just in time for Christmas with an offer from Ektelon that only Santa Claus could beat — our top-quality Court Ace or Pro Gear sports bags — while supplies last. Both bags are constructed of extremely lightweight, tear-resistant nylon, and feature zippered wet pockets, durable webbed handles and a reinforced bottom. Ordering Information: Pro Gear ($14.95) Model # 60583605=Navy/Chartreuse (pictured); 60584582=Purple/Coral; 60580913=Black/Teal. Court Ace ($22.95) Model # 60633605=Navy/Chartreuse (pictured); 60580913=Purple/Coral. To order, call 800/2TEAM EK Monday through Friday between 7 a.m. and 5 p.m., Pacific Time.
Ektelon
8929 Aero Drive
San Diego, CA 92123-2294
800/2TEAM EK
619/560-0066 — 619/492-9753 fax
TRANSITION RACQUET SPORTS BAGS
RACQUETBALL'S HOTTEST BAGS ... Now finally enough room for everything! Racquetball's hottest bags by T.R.S. Tournament bags in blue and purple accents and now available in Bad Influence black. Each bag has one side and two end pockets with velcro slot compartments. Comes complete with durable shoulder strap. Call 800/473-4425 for more product information and a free color catalog of the latest T.R.S. products.

Transition Racquet Sports
4700 Reed Road, Suite K-1
Columbus, OH 43220
800/473-4425
614/457-4076 — 614/457-4070 fax

HEX STRING
Official string of the International Racquetball Tour and endorsed by top pros like Marty Hogan, Jack Newman and Toni Bevelock, the Micro Hex line is upgraded for 1993-94. New strings include Micro Hex XT, Micro Hex XL, and Micro Hex Tournament Blend. XT (“extra thin, 17L gauge”) with 600 inner fibers gives great durability for thin gauge, with unsurpassed playability. XL (“extra long lasting, 16L/17”) with 1200 inner filaments is preferred by Jack Newman for superior control it gives. Plus, its 1200 inner filaments reduce shock. The hybrid Tournament Blend has 16 gauge Super Hex for the mains and XT for the crosses. It’s ideal for big hitters who demand the feel of thin gauge.

Hex Sports
15911 Lake Avenue
Lakewood, OH 44107
800/457-7804

SPALDING THUNDER HEAT
THE HEAT IS ON... The Thunder Heat racquet is taking racquetball by a storm. Designed by top pro player Mike Ray, it combines the raw power of the Assault with ultra light maneuverability. It’s a combustible combination to melt down any competitor.

Spalding Sports Worldwide
425 Meadow Street
P.O. Box 901
Chicopee, MA 10121-0801
413/536-1200
413/535-1404 fax
HEAD LASER SPEED 6000 LITE
The flagship of Head’s new line of racquetball frames, the LaserSpeed 6000 Lite. At 195 grams and 108 square inches of hitting surface this frame represents the lightest high performance racquet in the industry. Made of high modulus graphite and twaron, the LaserSpeed 6000 Lite offers unparalleled power, maneuverability, and control for players of every level. Each racquet is sold with an attractive full racquet cover and a one-year limited warranty. At the retail cost of only $179, the LaserSpeed 6000 Lite is an incredible value. To demo the racquet or find a dealer near you call 800/USHEAD4.

Head Sports Inc.
4801 North 63rd Street
Boulder, CO 80301
800/USHEAD4 — 303/530-2965 fax

SAVE $10.00 !!
SILVER ANNIVERSARY EDITION

Regular Price $19.95 You Pay ONLY $9.95 (plus $4.95 S/H) (SEE OUR AD IN THIS ISSUE.)
A GREAT HOLIDAY GIFT !!
Racquetball Video Magazine 32 Reservation Rd. Fairhaven, MA 02719
Coupon expires January 1, 1994

REEBOK PRO-SHOT GLOVE

Reebok International Ltd.
100 Technology Center Drive
Stoughton, MA 02072
617/341-5000
617/341-5087 fax
BLACK KNIGHT BUCKSKIN GLOVE
Wash & Wear...
Wash & Wear. Wash & Wear.
Wash & Wear. Wash & Wear...

Black Knight
5355 Sierra Road
San Jose, CA 95132
408/923-7777

WHAT ELSE ARE YOU GONNA PLAY WITH?
Players who know racquetball know Penn. So when you hit the court, let 'em know you're not out there to lose by wearing your 100% Cotton Penn Racquetball T-Shirt. This $14.95 retail value is yours for only $5.95, plus $1.00 for shipping and handling. (Master Card/Visa only accepted.) Please, only one shirt per person. Offer expires December 31, 1993. Allow 2-3 weeks for delivery. Arizona residents add 6.70% sales tax to your order. Dial 800/BUY PENN to get what it takes... and ask for the AARA Gift Guide T-Shirt Offer.

Penn Racquet Sports
306 S. 45th Avenue
Phoenix, AZ 85043
800/BUY PENN

$50 $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$ COUPON $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$ $20
Previous Camper

DYNAMIC DUO 3-DAY RACQUETBALL CAMP
— Holiday Savings Certificate —

To:_________________________ From:_________________________

• Must be presented with payment • One coupon per camper
• Cannot be combined with any other promotion • Expires June 1994

FRAN + STU = THE TOTAL SOLUTION. A Winning Formula from a Winning Team. Add It Up. You'll get more for your money with the racquetball coach team. FRAN DAVIS & STU HASTINGS (US Team Coaches). Physical & Mental Skills + Nutrition + Conditioning + Training Methods = Our Total Training Solution.

DATES & PLACES: Oct. 1-3, Sarasota, FL Oct. 8-10 Crystal City, VA
Nov. 5-7, Hershey, PA Nov. 12-14 Greenfield, WI

$50 $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$ COUPON $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$ Previous Camper

$50 $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$ COUPON $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$ New Camper
Weighing 20% less than other superoversize racquets for uncanny maneuverability, the Asymmetric 5/0 is a stick of Triple-X dynamite with 110 sq. in. of blasting area.

Every serve lets you set up an instant win with the zero vibes and laser accuracy of FlexLogic™—plus the white-hot power of ultra high modulus graphite. If your opponent survives the earthquake and the court is still standing, you can finish off the game with racquet coverage that seems practically boundless—along with racquet handling that's so precise, you can just about pick the lint out of a flea's belly button.

The ASM 5/0. The Big Stick for the . . .
Introducing Alusion, the flagship of Ektelon's new high-performance RTS Litening Series. Alusion delivers the raw power you need to play today's faster game, and the lightning quickness you need to play against it. There's never been a more powerful argument for playing a lightweight racquet.